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Abstract
Unmanned Air Vehicles, UAVs are designed to operate without any onboard con-
trollers. Consequently, they are considered to operate in a wide range of applic-
ations. Missions in undesirable conditions such as bad weather and/or highly un-
steady gustiness could cause an unsuccessful operation. In many ways, aerodynam-
ics is a key feature in the performance of UAVs such as influencing deformation
vehicle, guidance and control. Two aspects of this research are, therefore, to under-
stand flying conditions of UAVs in an urban environment and how the flying per-
formance is affected by such conditions. The first objective relies on understanding
air flow behaviour in the lower part of the urban environment which has the most
important role on the response of UAVs. The second objective will be to look at
the characteristics of a three-dimensional airfoil when it encounters an unsteady
sinusoidal gust at different oscillation frequencies and freestream velocities.
As the first step of the studies on the aerodynamic problem of UAV operations
in the lower part of an atmospheric boundary layer in an urban environment, the
boundary layer thickness in a suitable wind tunnel facility were the first experi-
mental results obtained. Experimental measurements of the mean velocity profile
in a turbulent boundary layer were investigated for three different floor roughness
conditions as well as a smooth wall condition. As a result, three different boundary
layer thicknesses were then classified depending on the wall surface roughness and
a combination with turbulence generators providing a maximum thickness of 280
mm at the centre of the tunnel test section. However,the experimental investigations
into the turbulent boundary layer over a rough wall have shown that the boundary
layer thickness is dependent on the surface roughness and is different from that
obtained under the smooth wall condition.
An experimental study into a simulated urban flow regime was then carried out
after the measurement of the boundary layer. Wind tunnel experiments on the air-
flow around a single and twin buildings including an investigation of the airflow
between the gap of the buildings were obtained. Wind in the lower part of the
atmospheric boundary layer is more a micro-scale problem which increases or de-
creases the wind speed induced by buildings nearby. The studies have found some
strong concentrated vortices caused by the flow separation essentially independent
iii
of the nature of the upstream flow and usually as a direct result of the building geo-
metry and orientation. As the measurement location increased further downstream
from the back of the buildings, the concentrated vortices were found to be weak and
disappeared into the wake region.
Finally, an experiment was conducted using a sinusoidal gust generator to de-
scribe the effects of wind oscillation parameters such as oscillation amplitude, os-
cillation frequency and reduced frequency under static and dynamic conditions. An
evaluation was made of the onset of dynamic stall due to rapid changes in angle of
attack during an unsteady pitch motion. The NACA 23012 wing profile was tested
at a fixed angle of attack condition with varying oscillation flow parameters. Res-
ults demonstrate that those parameters influence the dynamic stall and hysteresis
loop based on lift coefficient and angle of attack.
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Nomenclature
All units are in SI
Alphanumeric
Nu Mean wind velocity,
Nu1 Mean wind velocity at a first point of interest,
Nu2 Mean wind velocity at a second point of interest,
ac
2
Position of axis of wing rotation from centre chord point,
a Dimension along wind direction, semi-major axis of an ellipse,
a Windward face length of a building,
b Building length across wind direction, semi-minor axis of an
ellipse,
BL Larger dimension in a windward face of a building,
BS Smaller dimension in a windward face of a building,
C Area of an elliptical tunnel sectionD ab,
c Aerofoil chord length, A distance from centre of ellipse to either
focus .D pa2   b2/,
CL Lift coefficient,
Cpdynamic Dynamic pressure coefficient,
Cpstatic Static pressure coefficient,
Cptotal Total pressure coefficient,
Cp˛ Pressure coefficient in pitch plane,
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Cpˇ Pressure coefficient in yaw plane,
D Width of a building,
d;Hd A displacement height from bottom of shear layer due to sur-
rounding obstacles,
du Displacement height,
e Distance between centre of a circle and a windward face of a
building, Unit vector,
F.k/;G.k/ Theodorsen function values,
h;H Building height,
H0 An average level height of the rooftop of buildings,
hmean an average of canopy height,
Ix;y;´;xy;x´;y´ Moment of inertia about ox; oy; o´; ox and oy; ox and o´; oy
and o´ respectively,
K Amplifiction factor,
k Reduced frequencyD c!
2U
,
Kc;max Maximum amplification factor in a corner stream at outer build-
ing corner,
Kpcl;max Maximum amplification factor along a passage centreline,
L Length of a building,
L;M;N Rolling, pitching and yawing moment,
lg Gust wavelength,
p; q; r Roll, pitch and yaw rate,
R Radius of an influence area,
S Building Interference Scale, Wing area,
s semi-span of a wing,
t Airfoil thickness, time,
viii
T u Turbulence Intensity,
u Velocity in logitudinal direction,
U; V;W Axial, side and normal velocity,
u
0
Fluctuating velocity in longitudinal direction,
u; u Shear stress velocity,
U0; u0; U1; u1 Mean wind velocity,
v Velocity in lateral direction,
v
0
Fluctuating velocity in lateral direction,
V´; Vr ; V Velocity components in Cylindrical Polar Coordinates,
Vlocal Local mean wind velocity at a point of interest,
Vref Reference wind velocity measured without a building,
W Street width, Maximum gust velocity,
w Velocity in vertical direction, Passage width,
w
0
Fluctuating velocity in vertical direction,
wg Gust velocity,
X Distance in longitudinal direction,
X; Y;Z Axial, side and normal force,
X0 An upwind spacing between buildings,
Xr Reattachment distance,
Y Distance in lateral direction,
Z Distance in vertical direction,
´ Height above the ground,
´0 Surface roughness parameter,
´1 Height above the ground of a first point of interest,
´2 Height above the ground of a second point of interest,
ix
´d Zero plane displacement,
Greek Symbols
˛ An approaching flow direction, effective angle of attack pro-
duced by sinusoidal gust,
˛a Oscillation amplitude,
˛m Given mean angle of attack,
ˇ Yaw angle of five-hole probe,
ı Boundary layer thickness, Uncertainty,
ı Displacement thickness,
 von Karmann constant, 0.41,
 Density ratio of ground obstructions, Width of wind
tunnel=height of wind tunnel,
 Dynamic viscosity,
 Kinematic viscosity,
! Gust frequency, rotational speed,
 Phase difference, Roll angle,
 Yaw angle of a rid plane,
 Fluid density,
 Root mean square of the fluctuated velocity,
 Pitch angle, Momentum thickness,
 Wave number,
Abbreviations
ABL Atmospheric Boundary Layer,
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics,
CL Canopy Layer,
x
IS Inertial Sublayer,
LDA Laser Doppler Anemometry,
LES Large Eddy Simulation,
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry,
RS Roughness Sublayer,
SL Surface Layer,
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle,
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For more than half a century, there have been a number of investigations and studies
of wind flow over an urban environment, in which the general conclusion is that
the flows are complex and three dimensional. Many works related to turbulence
describe the behaviour of the flow over the urban area with a terrain roughness. The
significant roles of the turbulent flow are mainly investigated in a region called the
atmospheric boundary layer .ABL/. The atmospheric boundary layer region can
expand to a few hundred metres above the ground or up to a thousand metres above
the ground depending on characteristics of the terrain such as surface roughness
and the orientation of buildings. The atmospheric boundary layer is complicated
due to a combination of many influences. Rotation of the Earth, buoyancy forces,
surface drag forces, and the geometry of topographic features [1] all influence the
atmospheric boundary layer.
Nowadays much research into fluid dynamics and wind engineering are more
or less specifically interested in the characteristics of the boundary layer either in
theory or using experimental methods. Therefore in order to understand the roles
of the boundary layer, a close connection between theory and experiment will be
considered. Investigations into man-made structures or bluff bodies, such as tall
and low-rise buildings and bridges, have been the main subject of wind engineer-
ing in order to remove the large impact of wind-loading on such structures. Such
studies not only consider the effect of the aerodynamic behaviour below roof top
level but also focus on the outcome of such flow characteristics, for example vortex
shedding, wakes and flow separation. Natural wind flow can be imitated in a long
test section wind tunnel by introducing surface roughness over a test section floor
to produce turbulent flow and boundary layer over the test section. The simulation
of an atmospheric boundary layer in a wind tunnel involves a combination of flow
mixing devices, such as spires, to generate the neutral flow stratification for a spe-
cific model at any scale. A standard conceptual framework for studying the flow in
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urban environments is to consider the flow characteristics induced by bluff bodies.
Most structures are civil engineering structures such as buildings, bridges and other
structures built to withstand natural forces. One of the most common effects of
the flow around bluff bodies is flow separation and vortex shedding formation near
sharp edges of the bodies. Therefore, an observation of a relationship of the flow
in an urban environment and aerodynamic characteristics produced by bluff bodies
will be presented in order to understand the flow behaviour for different configur-
ations. For the study of such consequences, it is desirable to select an appropriate
model scale with the correct wind tunnel size in order to be able to investigate the
flow conditions similar to the natural wind conditions. In many reviews of tech-
niques used in boundary layer flow generation, model scale selection depends on
the length of the wind tunnel test section and the most desirable scale should not be
smaller than 1 W 600 [2].
1.1 Objectives and project aims
Research on aerodynamic problems of flying UAVs in an urban environment will
be conducted in two different parts. The first part is to observe the characteristics
and behaviour of a simulated atmospheric boundary layer. Determination and
explanation of the effects of gusts induced by low altitude buildings in the urban
environment is then required. However, in order to understand the flying behaviour
of UAVs in real wind conditions at various urban configurations, an experimental
model of unsteady aerodynamic gusts will be constructed. The flow field study in
the urban environment in this research is significantly focusing on the flow around
single- and twin-building configurations to provide an understanding of the flow
induced by the buildings and its behaviour.
The second part of the research will be looking at the performance of a three-
dimensional UAV wing planform in a simulated gust. The main objectives of the
research are to investigate and identify certain parameters affecting the performance
of UAVs flying in the turbulent flow region at low-rise building level up to a few
hundred metres above the ground by using relevant results obtained from the exper-
iments. An appearance of mixed laminar and turbulent flows is generally believed
to be a key feature that impact the aerodynamic performance of aircraft operating
at low Reynolds numbers range.
2
Chapter 2
Wind Environments around
buildings
2.1 Atmospheric boundary layer partition
Characteristics of a boundary layer developed in the urban area are different from
a turbulent boundary layer developed over an homogeneous rough surface. The
boundary layer can be divided into two main layers: the internal and external lay-
ers, where the flow in the external layer is not influenced by the effect of surface
roughness. Surface Layer .SL/ is a lower portion of the internal layer which ex-
tends up to 10% of the boundary layer thickness. In addition, the flow in this par-
ticular region is strongly controlled by obstacles on the ground. The Surface Layer
is also separated into two sub-layers called Inertial Sublayer .IS/ and Roughness
Sublayer .RS/ as in Figure 2.1
Moreover, Canopy Layer .CL/ is also a part of the lower region of the internal
layer. The characteristics of the external layer do not have any effects on the Canopy
Layer because the canopy flow is strongly manipulated by the distribution of the
buildings and the street geometry. It is interesting to note that the flow bounded in
the Canopy Layer appears to be dependent on incoming flow properties. Therefore,
many research studies into air pollutant dispersal and wind loading on a structure
are concerned with the flow pattern in the Canopy Layer.
2.2 The factors affecting wind speed
Gradient wind is the wind at a particular height above the earth surface and is not
affected by the earth surface roughness such as cities, mountains, hills, tall buildings
and other obstructions. The drag force caused by these obstacles reduces as the
height above the earth increases and when the first value of the wind speed reaches
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the gradient wind value, the height is called gradient height. At the gradient height
.h/ the horizontal drag force induced by obstacles becomes negligible. In fact, if
the wind flows above a fetch (a distance that uniform terrain roughness extends
upwind) of at least 100 km of flat and uniform terrain before approaching towns or
city areas, the atmospheric boundary layer is still in equilibrium with the primary
surface i.e. the wind speed profile does not change with an increase of the fetch in
the upwind direction. A change in terrain roughness downwind of the uniform fetch
causes the new boundary layer to initiate and the flow inside this internal layer is
not in equilibrium.
2.3 Flow regimes in Roughness Sublayer
In the Roughness Sublayer, the flow characteristics depend on the distribution of the
buildings and the buildings’ aspect ratio. This ratio is based on an average building
height to an average street width, H=W . Before focusing on the effects of the flow
fields around twin buildings, the flow patterns around an isolated high-rise building
should be considered.
When the wind direction is perpendicular to a building as displayed in Figure
2.3, the flow field around an isolated high-rise building would be complex.
For a single bluff body, a vortex system extends over the entire length of the
windward face to form an unsteady horseshoe vortex system in front of the build-
ing. The unsteady horseshoe vortex system is formed in front of the obstacle in a
separation zone and sweeps downstream along the obstacle sides. Owing to exper-
iments of Baker [3] and Nigro [4], it should be noted that the unsteady horseshoe
vortex can be seen in front of the obstacle when Re> 2800where Reynolds number
is dependent on a dimension of a wall-mounted building. Martinuzzi and Tropea [5]
concluded that streamwise vortices in a shear layer are the factor to influence flow
field around three-dimensional obstacles. The point where stagnation occurs is usu-
ally on a symmetry plane on a windward face, a short distance upwind of a building
at .2=3/ < .Z=W / < .3=4/. Martinuzzi and Tropea [5] also suggested that the
shape and form of separation over the roof-top level and aft of a building depend
on the relative boundary layer thickness, .ı=H/. Below the stagnation point the on-
coming flow is swept sideways and downwards to ground level and outwards along
the flow direction. Above this point, the flow separates sideways and upwards and
does not reattach on the rooftop level. Considering the wind flowing downwards,
as the flow approaches the bottom of the building, pressure increases. As the wind
behaviour generally takes the shortest way, the wind starts to move downwards as
it approaching the ground. This generates a large circulation vortex in front of
the building [6] as seen in Figure 2.3 although the vortex cannot be seen properly.
However, behind the building the recirculation regions of an adverse pressure gradi-
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ent are formed generating another free stagnation point downstream near the point
where Z=H is approximately 1=2   2=3. Not only is reverse flow observed near
the top edge of the leeward side but it is observed at the sides of the building also.
Depending on the ratio of length to height of a building as seen in Figure 2.4, three
different flow fields are determined:
1. Tall building, h > 1:25a, where "a" is windward width and "h" is height of
the building. The main airflow is swept along the side of the building due
to the narrow windward facade but the recirculation vortices are present in
front of and behind the building over small areas displayed in Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.5. However, a peak in velocity exists from downstream corner of the
building.
2. Tall building of transitional type, 0:33a  h  1:25a.
Flow moves downwards due to the stagnation point at heights as high as
70   80% of the building, resulting in a strong vortex in the front near the
base of the building, with the flow deviating to the lower pressure regions;
upwards, downwards and sideways. The standing vortex in Figure 2.6 on the
ground located in front of the building is another result from the flow devi-
ating downwards. The standing vortex causes some of the air at the building
corners to merge with the oncoming flow into the downstream jet. Moreover,
a recirculation region is also induced behind the building due to the pressure
difference in the wake region. Within this zone, the velocity gradient is very
high including high speed rotational vortices. Beyond this area, the flow is
undisturbed at some distance downstream as indicated by a reattachment line.
3. Long face, a > 3h.
In this case, the vortex system in front of the building is less dominant. A
reverse air flow on the leeward side is induced if the flow is perpendicular to
the windward face. For wind directions between 30ı and 60ı , an "overrolling
vortex" is possible behind the building.
The flow structures in a flow over a wall-mounted cube investigated by Meinders
[7] and Krajnovic [8] showed comparable patterns near the base of the obstacle. The
horseshoe vortex is generated at the front face and an arc-shaped vortex is found
behind the cube. Also the flow separates at the side faces and near the rooftop level
resulting in flow recirculation areas near the side edges and downstream behind the
cube. The horseshoe vortex is deflected downstream along both sides of the obstacle
and further downstream leading to the vortex strength weakening. In the wake
region behind the cube, an arc-type vortex is formed and gradually grows towards
the leeward side of the obstacle as shown in Figure 2.7 according to width-to-height
ratio of the building. Figure 2.8a shows three different flows classified which can be
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Number Flow Descriptions
0 undisturbed wind
1; 2 air flow over and around the building
3; 4 air flow in front of the building is partly deflected above and aside
5 the larger part of the air flow in front of the building deflected downwards
6 vortices in front of the building
7 stagnation point in front of the building
8 wind speed increased at corners of the building
9 broad jet streams with increased velocity next to the building
10; 14 reversed air flow regions behind the building
11 stagnation point behind the building
12 flow direction behind stagnation point
13 standing vortices behind the building
15 upwind-directed air streams behind the building
16 small rotating vortices
17 edge of the “influence area”
TABLE 2.1 Further explanation of Figure 2.6
used to explain the flow behaviour in an urban environment. These three different
types are determined by the interaction of the vortex generation between upwind
and downwind buildings:
1. Isolated Roughness.
This is the flow behaviour for which buildings are well apart and the aspect
ratio, W=H , is greater than 3:30 [9]. A recirculation vortex behind the up-
wind building is formed due to the flow separation near the top edge of the
upwind building. On the other hand, Chang and Meroney [10] described that
the isolated roughness flow occurs when the aspect ratio, W=H , is greater
than 5. Farhadi and Sedighi [11] also supported that the separated flow at
the leading edge of the windward building generates a vortex on top of the
building and the flow behind this vortex is forced to form a secondary recircu-
lation in front of the downwind building. A profile from the upwind building
deflects downwards to the ground before the circulation vortex meets a bol-
ster vortex in front of the downwind building but the interaction between the
two vortices is weak because the building separation is large. Separation flow
on the rooftop of the downwind building is investigated since each building
acts as if they are an individual building. The effects of the flow field such
as separation of the upwind building do not influence the flow field in the
downwind building area. However, the wind flow behind the upwind build-
ing creates enhancement of the vortex in front of the downwind building as
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the procedures of how the vortex created are explained earlier in an isolated
building case. It is interesting to note that in a region behind the leeward
edge of the downwind building the flow introduces a reverse flow but does
not attach to the leeward edge.
2. Wake Interference.
For the wake interference flow case, Ricciardelli and Polimeno [9] sugges-
ted that this flow pattern occurs when 1:54 < W=H < 3:30 or 0:3 <
H=W < 0:65 with an aerodynamic interference between buildings and hap-
pens because of the small distance between the buildings. On the other hand,
Chang and Meroney [10] provided that the building ratio in this case,W=H
is between 1:2 and 5. Consequently, the downwind building interrupts the
recirculation vortex before readjustment takes place. Separation flow hap-
pens at the rooftop level of the upwind building and the wind flow behind the
upwind building is curled down to create a low pressure recirculating flow
region between two buildings. The flow separation cannot be observed near
the top windward edge of the downwind building. This indicates that the
space, and the ratio of W=H between the two buildings, influence the up-
wind building to produce a high level of turbulence that retards the separation
flow on both rooftop and sides of the downwind building. However, the cir-
culation and the bolster vortices can still interact. It is very interesting to note
that as a threshold value of wake interference flow to isolated roughness flow
is reached, a main vortex which expands from the leeward side of the up-
stream building starts breaking down, replaced by two individual co-rotative
vortices [12]
3. Skimming Flow.
If the distance between buildings gets smaller,W=H < 1:54 [9] andW=H <
1:2 [10] the flow above the roof top level cannot penetrate into the canyon
leaving a stable vortex trapped in between the buildings. Because the spa-
cing between the buildings is very narrow, the majority of the flow flows
over the rooftop level of the buildings leaving some of the air flow trapped
in between the buildings [6].The trapped vortex rotates slowly and provides
a shelter between the buildings. Martinuzzi and Havel [13] also suggested
a separated shear layer from the windward building reattaches on the side-
walls of the downward building. Farhadi and Sedighi [11] concluded that the
ratio of W=H has a small influence on turbulence level in front of the wind-
ward building and above the gap between the two buildings. However, they
provided that in the inter-obstacle region the level of turbulence increases as
the ratio ofW=H is larger. In this case, an average canopy height, hmean, can
be defined which divides the Surface Layer .SL/ into an upper layer and a
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lower layer, called Canopy Layer .CL/.The displacement height du, at which
elevation of the mean wind speed profile tends to zero, is also identified in the
skimming flow case as well as the average canopy height. The displacement
height seems to be in the range of .2=3/hmean to .3=4/hmean [9]. The skim-
ming flow region contains two different vortex structures in a gap between
buildings either one main vortex structure or multi-vortex structures. In very
narrow canyons .W=H < 0:6   0:7/ one or two additional stretched and
weak vortices are found in a lower part of the canyons depending on the ratio
of W=H . This results in a large reduction of the horizontal mean wind speed
producing a shelter effect at a region near ground level [12].
Authors Skimming Wake Isolated
flow interference roughness
Ricciardelli W=H < 1:54 1:54 < W=H < 3:33 W=H > 3:33
and Polimeno
Chang and Meroney W=H < 1:2 1:2 < W=H < 5:00 W=H > 5:00
Baik and Kim W=H < 2:00 W=H > 2:50 –
Kovar-Panskus et al W=H < 2:00 W=H > 2:00 –
TABLE 2.2 The flow regimes associated with building ratio [9, 10, 14, 15]
Consequently, the building ratios .W=H/ from the literature are summarised in
Table 2.2. There is another significant point to focus on recommended by Oke [16].
He pointed out another ratio and explained that the three different flow patterns are
a combination of two different ratios of .H=W / and .L=W / .where L is the length
of the building perpendicular to the oncoming flow/ as shown in Figure 2.13, for a
transition point from skimming flow to wake interference flow, the threshold value
becomes independent on the length of the building, L, when L=H > 2. In contrast,
from wake interference to isolated roughness flow the threshold is still dependent
on the building length.
Hunter [17] concluded threshold values, .H=W / for a change of flow patterns
of a cube geometry for a transition from skimming flow to wake interference flow
is in between 0:71   0:74. Changing flow regime from wake interference flow to
isolated roughness flow, both simulation and a value from Oke [16] are confirmed at
.H=W D 0:6/. On the other hand, the threshold values were completely different
for both simulation and Oke’s experiment when .L=W > 1:0/ as displayed in
Figure 2.15
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2.4 Flow structures at a roof level
2.4.1 Flow in passages between parallel buildings
Flow in passages between parallel buildings is one of the most significant flow
patterns in the lower level of the atmospheric boundary layer study. In common,
passages between buildings are omnipresent, and different types of passages in-
duce a significant increase and/or decrease in wind speeds between the buildings
causing uncomfortable wind flow at pedestrian level. In the past, many wind tunnel
experiments have been conducted and focused on the wind flow between parallel
alongside buildings. Most recently, numerical simulation is applied to provide more
understanding of the flow in specific conditions and in more complicated cases.
At pedestrian-level wind speed, there are three disparate flow regimes along the
passage centre line depending on building parameter, w=S where w is the passage
width and S is the building influence scale:
S D  BLBS21=3 (2.1)
The building influence scale is established to determine the flow recirculation
area on building roofs where BL and BS are the larger and smaller height and width
dimensions of the buildings in the windward facade respectively. More importantly,
the parameter is defined that whenBL is larger than 8BS , thenBL equivalent to 8BS
is to be used.
Based on the building parameter, w=S , three different flows at pedestrian level
are distinguished and indicated by another three parameters called "amplification
factors":
K D Vvocal
Vref
(2.2)
in which Vlocal is local mean velocity at point of interest and Vref is reference
mean velocity measured without building.s/ under consideration.
1. Resistance flow .w=S < 0:125/ is usually originated in narrow passages
where flow resistance in the passages is high resulting in the ratio of
maximum amplification factor in a corner stream to a passage centreline,
Kpcl;max=Kc;max and is approximately equal to one or even smaller (see ex-
periment by Blocken [18]). In terms of shear layer interaction, the separate
shear layers from the inner leading edges of the buildings collide with each
other, forming a large-scale vortex [19]. However if the passage gap is very
narrow compared with the dimension of the windward facade, flow separa-
tion is not detected near the passage entrance. It indicates that the flow pattern
resembles as if the two buildings act as one building of similar shape.
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2. Interaction flow .0:125 < w=S < 1:25/. Flow separation from two corners at
the passage entrance interrelates and combines together into a single stream.
The flow interaction results in the ratio of Kpcl;max=Kc;max greater than one
and the single stream expands downstream to a considerable distance from
the building exit. At a location of approximately 20% from the passage en-
trance, the maximum wind velocity amplification is observed. However, the
amplification value varies with wind direction with an area near the passage
entrance more significantly affected by adverse wind conditions than other
areas of the passage [20]. Sakamoto and Haniu [19] suggested the negative
pressure in the inner side of the building is greater than the outer side due to
the fact that flow velocity in the gap is faster than the outer one. Also, flow
in the gap suppresses a separated shear flow from a corner of the building
leading to a periodical roll up in the gap causing the flow around the build-
ing to be asymmetrical. As the value of building parameter becomes close to
1:25, a small vortex forms behind the building on the side of the biased flow.
On the other hand, a large-scale vortex also forms further downstream on the
unbiased side.
3. Isolated flow .w=S/ > 1:25, the gap between buildings is too large therefore
there is no interaction in the passage. The ratio of Kpcl;max=Kc;max is more
or less equal to one, due to no flow interaction. However at the passage
corners, flow separations are clearly present because each building behaves
as if they are an individual block to interact with the upstream flow. In the
isolated flow, it can be concluded that if the buildings are completely outside
the influence area .explained in the next paragraph/ no interaction will take
place. In other words, if the influence areas do not overlap, there will be no
interaction between the buildings and the periodic rolling up from separated
shear flow in the inner corner of the gap begins to push back in the rear region.
The flow in the gap between the two buildings does not show unstable biased
flow any longer.
Lawson [6] suggested that a passage gap for both w=S < 0:125 and w=S >
1:25 cases, the buildings do not introduce a significantly accelerated flow through
them. The most important parameter to determine such flow patterns in the passage
between two parallel buildings is an "influence area". The influence area is an
area covered by a radius "R" by drawing a circle passing through two stagnation
points in front and aft of an individual building. The windward dimensions, length
and height, of the building are dominant key factors to evaluate the radius R. As
mentioned earlier in a flow pattern around a single building, three different types of
building are classified.
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2.4.2 Conical Vortex on buildings
Another significant parameter of the flow characteristics is the vortex shedding in-
duced by buildings. These vortices are investigated in strong wind conditions re-
lated to flow separation and the local pressure changing at sharp edges. The change
in local pressure is composed of a local peak suction which is induced by large and
strong conical vortices at the roofs and the edges when the wind flow crashes into
buildings at any directions. Two types of suction can be found; on a roof top of
low-rise building and on a side of high-rise building. A pair of conical vortices is a
cause of the local suction in the former case. Kawai [21,22] suggested that the peak
suction occasionally occurs near the leading edge or the corner of the walls and
roofs when the wind approaches from an oblique angle in highly turbulent flow.
Moreover, he suggested the large suction is also created beside the leading edge
close to a roof corner and it is induced by a pair of conical vortices persuaded by
the flow separation from the leading edge.
Conical vortices related to the peak suction can be established in two differ-
ent types, moving and non-moving vortices. The non-moving type, in Figure 2.20
appear on a flat roof at an oblique angle and they are the same type of conical vor-
tex formed near a corner of the high-rise building producing the large suction in a
glimpsing angle [21]. This type of conical vortex decays and grows alternatively
depending on the wind direction and the approaching wind speed. However, the
conical vortex on the flat roof is unstable even in a smooth flow. As the angle of an
approaching wind increases, the vortex is found to grow larger. It is confirmed that
the mean vortex core position gets closer to an edge of a flat roof building when
the turbulence level gets higher; also the mean position of the vortex core relative
to an edge of a building differs with the mean angle of an approaching flow [23].
However, it is very important to note by Yoshihito et al [24] .1998/ that the conical
vortex formed over a flat roof building has been considered to consist of a pair of
vortices with directions of rotation that are opposite. The authors also found an
interesting phenomenon in that the conical vortex does not appear with a pair of
vortices but sometimes with a form of a single vortex instead. The conical vortex
phenomenon when one side conical vortex exists but another side disappears is ran-
domly repeated with each other is called "switching phenomenon". To elaborate
this phenomenon in uniform flow, it can be explained in terms of an interaction
between two different vortices. When a vortex called "vortex ˛" which has its axis
vertical to a leading corner of the roof, and is believed that it is induced by an
unsteady stagnation point in uniform flow on a side of the cubic-type building is
formed, "vortex ˛" interacts with a conical vortex generated on the same side of
"vortex ˛". The interaction of the two vortices results in the recovery of a negative
pressure on the side of building due to vortex formation . On the other hand, if
the strong conical vortex is originated from the other side of the building roof, the
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negative pressure becomes larger on that side. If the negative pressure on one side
changes in turn, it results in a switching of negative pressure in uniform flow. How-
ever in the turbulent case, an approaching flow is not symmetrical on both sides of
the cubic building then the location of the stagnation point on a side of the building
is stably random. Consequently, the switching of the negative pressure due to the
interaction of two vortices is difficult to observe [25]. The other type of vortex, in
Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22 is a moving conical vortex and is complemented by
vortex shedding. Local severe suction near the building side could be developed
due to separated shear flow around the building. Okuda et al [26] observed the flow
behaviour by focusing on the distribution of wind pressures on the side surface of
a prism which indicates a building and flow visualisation against an angle of attack
of an approaching flow. There were two cases which Okuda suggested could be
a sequence of the conical vortex formation. In the case of an approaching flow at
˛ D 0ı to 5ı, the vortex formed at a lower side of the building. The other case at a
glancing angle where ˛ D 10ı to 15ı, the vortex developed at the upper side near
the roof of building. In the former case where ˛ D 0ı to 5ı a separated shear flow is
curled up to form a cylindrical vortex at a lower part of the building which is called
an inverted conical vortex. The formation of this vortex instigates at a height of
3=4 of the height of the building according to the separation shear layer rolling up.
Subsequently the vortex moves downwards to form a conical vortex at a downward
corner of the building to induce the large peak suction at an oblique angle. The
inverted conical vortex is inclined at an angle of 60ı to the leeward relative to the
downward windward corner. The separated shear layer profile on the side is an in-
fluence factor to generate the inverted conical vortex to stretch and incline more and
more. Then the vortex discards along the flow direction and merges into the wake
region causing the large suction to become less powerful. H.Kawai [22] , however,
still believed that the strength of the conical vortex in the smooth flow is larger than
in the turbulent flow. In the case of turbulent flow, the vortices are more flat and
the locations to form such vortices are closer to the roof surface. Comparison with
calculated and measured flow fields from Davies et al [27] indicated that there was a
small recirculation region formed behind a block. A spiral motion investigation was
first checked by releasing very small seeding near the recirculation region behind
the block observing that the seeding moved towards a symmetry plane of the flow,
then moved closely to the block and dispersed away in a spiral motion gradually
increasing in height. As the spiral motion increased in height, the vortex left near a
side at a top region of the block. Castro and Robin [28] also observed similar flow
behaviour even though their experiment was focusing on an effect of a flow field
around a surface mounted cube. The recirculation region in the case of Castro and
Robin formed at a side of the cube. They applied similar flow technique to Davies’
by releasing the seeding near the ground in a rear recirculation area. The origin of
the spiral region was observed to start at a side of the cube and disappear at the top
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edge near the symmetry plane of the flow behind the cube. Another two views of
the computed and measured results are from Woo et al [29] and Melbourne [30].
These two cases also used the seeding to examine the recirculation region and its
origin. The vortex=recirculation region in these cases appeared to originate from
behind the block and sweep outwards to a side and moved upwards to the top roof.
The recirculation region left the block near the top leeward side of the block. Sizes
of the spiral were wider, longer and flatter than the the case of Castro and Robin.
Note that the wind direction of these four flow patterns was perpendicular to a front
face of the block model. When the approaching flow attacks the building at glan-
cing angle, ˛ D 10ı to 15ı the separated shear flow is split into the upper and lower
parts by the upper windward corner, the lower part is reattached onto the upper part
region on the building. The separated flow is rolled inside in an arc shape to form a
standing conical vortex which causes another local severe suction. A turning radius
of the vortex is small near the corner where it is generated. At the windward upper
corner, the suction appears to be strong. It is always observed that the largest suc-
tion appears at this corner. Surprisingly, the flow inside the standing vortex rotates
for a few turns and is shed to a wake region behind the building in the middle point
of the leeward side. Moreover, some of the upper separated shear flow is curved up
from a side between the front and the top edges to combine with another conical
vortex generated by the upper windward corner as shown in Figure 2.22. Okuda
et al [31] also recommended that when the wind direction does not change and the
approaching velocity is constant, the amount of air flow into the standing vortex is
equivalent to the quantity of air flow out of the vortex. Consequently, the standing
vortex is fixed on the upper windward corner and the fluctuating suction is zero. On
the other hand, if the wind direction is suddenly changed the origin of the standing
vortex is still at the upper windward corner although the vortex is stretched into
a thinner shape towards the leeward region. This immediate change results in the
local suction becoming very strong and the turning curvature is less. In contrast,
if the wind direction changed to another direction away from the glancing angle
the suction does not happen at the upper windward corner anymore. However, it is
important to bear in mind that the standing conical vortex is originally formed at
the upper region vicinity to the upper windward corner, unlike the inverted conical
vortex which is generally formed at the lower windward corner.
2.4.3 Downwash vortex at base of buildings
Here again, another high wind velocity caused by high ground level near a tall
building base is about to be illustrated. A construction of tall buildings in an area
close to a low-rise building varies the flow velocity as three different flow fields are
investigated:
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1. The first flow separation is influenced by a pressure distribution on a wind-
ward face which relates to local dynamic pressure. As the oncoming flow
approaches the building, it slows down and finally comes to rest at a stagna-
tion point which can be as high as 80% of the building height. As the height
of the building is high up, the ambient wind speed is faster; therefore the rise
of pressure is greater [6]. This results in increasing total pressure with in-
creasing in height of building. Below the stagnation point, the flow is forced
to flow vertically downwards. The downward flow then forms into a standing
vortex system at the base of the tall building leading to increasing high wind
speed in low region. A distribution of two buildings with a low-rise building
in front is said to be critical in terms of flow field condition. The configura-
tion of upstream building in front of the tall building generates an augment
vortex in front of the tall building resulting in high wind velocity near pedes-
trian level [32]. Becker et al [33] also carried out visualisation experiments
to understand more of the flow topology around a block model, representing
a building, in two different boundary layer conditions with oncoming free-
stream perpendicular to the windward face of the model. They explained that
in front of the building, there was no fundamental change of the characterist-
ics of the horseshoe vortex system on each side and in front of the building
for both boundary layer conditions. They found that in a boundary layer flow
field the separated vortices on side of the obstacle moved closer to the side
and produced smaller recirculation region behind the building.
2. Another flow separation is caused by pressure differences between low and
high wake regions. A relatively high pressure region is at the windward face
of the tall building and low pressure region is at leeward and sides of the
building. The connection of regions of different pressures around corners
induces local flows with vortices of varying intensity. At this low pressure
region, the pressure seems to be dependent on free stream velocity above
the boundary layer. It can be summed up that the taller the building, the less
pressure in the wake region but the higher the induced velocity around corners
and behind the building.
3. The other flow structure observed behind the building is in a form of a stand-
ing vortex. As flow angle increases, one of the vortex footprints moves closer
to a side of the building. According to an investigation of Becker et al [33] the
characteristics of this standing vortex reaches the backside of the building at
a flow angle of ˛ D 45ı and standing at the rooftop level at ˛ D 60ı. A study
from Kranojvic et al [8] by using LES method suggested that the back vor-
tices are not upright but they are tilted with respect to the vertical axis. They
also confirmed the flow structure by oil-film flow visualisation and observed
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the vortex topology from smoke visualisation. The dependence on oncoming
flow angle of attack of flow structure is displayed in Figure 2.23
2.5 Building geometry selection
A building geometry has been chosen from the literature review of the wind envir-
onments around buildings and experimental results obtained from boundary layer
thickness measurements in Chapter 4. The estimated boundary layer thickness at
the centre of the test section is 235 mm. Hence, the building model height should
not be more than 235 mm in order to fully immerse it in the boundary layer. A
factor to determine the building geometry is based on Schofield and Logan [34].
They described that the flow field around surface-mounted obstacles is mainly
influenced by the parameters; obstacle height (H), boundary layer thickness (ı) and
wall shear velocity (u ). They indicated the ratio of the obstacle height-to-boundary
layer thickness is the most important parameter influencing the flow characteristics
around the building. If H/ ı is larger than 0:80, the boundary layer separates
near the windward face of the building creating the strong vortex system near the
sharp edged corners. Also the reattachment point behind the obstacle is further
than in case of H/ı < 0:80 where the boundary layer separates early. When the
boundary layer separates early, the horseshoe vortex cannot be detected. Another
factor to determine a choice of the building geometry is discomfort areas based
on W. J. Beranek investigations [35]. The air flow around a transitional building
type on the windward side, see Figure 2.17, is greatly transported downwards and
significantly swept sideways creating a large area of reverse flow on the back of
the building. Based on the boundary layer measurements which will be discussed
later in Chapter 4 and the information from literatures review, the building height
was then selected to be 200 mm, where the width and the length of the building are
chosen arbitrarily. Hence, the geometry of the building to provide a potential of
the overall of the air flow pattern is given by the following dimensions; LHW
D 200  200  100 (mm). The geometry indicates the ratio of H/ı D 0:85 which
is the ratio where the flow separates closer to the windward face causing the
horseshoe circulation vortex generated closer to the base of the building, and the
building dimensions represent the transitional building type, see Figure 2.17.
For a twin-building experiment, the building models with the same dimensions,
LHW D 200  200  100 (mm), were used. Passage width between the
buildings was determined based on simulated results of Cemeliet et al [18] and
Ishizaki [36]. To obtain interaction flow between two buildings sitting side-by-side
with the wind speed in the gap reaching the maximum value, a separation distance
between the two buildings is dependent on the buildings geometry. For the building
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geometry of LHWD 200  200  100 (mm), the maximum values of a relative
wind speed, U=Uref at different altitude were obtained when the width of the gap
is approximately 0:6H.
FIGURE 2.1 wind flow layer in the rural and urban environment [9].
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FIGURE 2.2 wind flow layer in the rural and urban environment [37].
(a) Vertical plane .side view/. (b) Horizontal plane .top view/.
FIGURE 2.3 Contour of streamlines for high-rise building [38].
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FIGURE 2.4 Types of airflow dependent on length to height ratio [35]
FIGURE 2.5 Flow visualisation of wind flow around a single narrow building [39]
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 2.6 High wind speeds around tall building with flow visualisation [39]
(a) Centre plane (b) Channel floor
FIGURE 2.7 Streamlines of the mean flow by LES [8]
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 2.8 Schematic orientation of twin buildings [8, 14]
FIGURE 2.9 Isolated roughness flow [40]
FIGURE 2.10 General flow field [40]
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(a) Vertical plane view (b) Horizontal plane view
FIGURE 2.11 Wake interference flow when W=H D 1 [14, 38]
(a) General flow field (b) LES Simulation
FIGURE 2.12 Skimming flow [11, 40]
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FIGURE 2.13 Threshold aspect ratio of .H=W / and .L=W / [16]
FIGURE 2.14 Characteristics canyon geometries to produce three different flow regimes [41]
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(a) Skimming to wake interference (b) Wake interference to isolated roughness
FIGURE 2.15 Threshold values for transition flow patterns [41]
FIGURE 2.16 Buildings configuration of flow between parallel buildings [18]
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FIGURE 2.17 Influence areas of three different building types [35]
FIGURE 2.18 Flow visualisation for three different flow patterns [42]
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FIGURE 2.19 CFD contour of a ratio local mean velocity to reference mean velocity without
building at the same point of interest at different passage widths [18]
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 2.20 Double conical vortex [43, 44]
FIGURE 2.21 Inverted conical vortex formation procedure near the corner of tall building
[26]
FIGURE 2.22 Flow over building at glancing angle [26]
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FIGURE 2.23 Standing vortex system at different angle of attacks [33]
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Chapter 3
Aerofoil section and nonlinear gust
response
In general, aerodynamic issues are very important for both manned and unmanned
aircraft. Aerodynamics investigation and development for both unmanned and
manned aircraft rely on stability and control. Most of the studies into low Reyn-
olds number aerodynamics is a key feature for many, but not all, small size UAVs
and use wind tunnels and simulation to conduct the aerodynamic studies. In this
chapter, general details of basic research and studies related to an aerrfoil in a wind
tunnel test and nonlinear response due to gust generation will be discussed briefly.
3.1 Stall characteristic
For aeroplanes to have a capability to fly, the wings have to generate enough lift
force induced by the wings themselves and a combination of wing lifting devices
such as flaps and slats, etc. The lift force is a function of air density, the wing
area, velocity and lift coefficient. Therefore, the maximum lift force that can be
generated, if air density and velocity are kept constant, is solely dependent on wing
surface area and the lift coefficient.
The maximum lift is defined as the greatest possible value of the lift force that
can be produced by the wing so that when angle of attack is further increased it
provides a negative or zero increase of lift. Hoerner and Borst [45] pointed out
parameters that influence the value of maximum lift as:
1. Aerofoil section shape
2. Operating conditions such as Mach number and Reynolds number
3. Wing planform and twist
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4. Supplementary devices such as flaps and slats, etc
5. Influence of fuselage and propulsion system
6. Types of application; that is, fixed wings, helicopter rotors, etc
Maximum lift is limited by stall behaviour which occurs when the boundary
layer breaks away from the wing upper surface. Consequently, wing stall charac-
teristics will be explained as part of the literature review in the next section.
3.2 Stall behaviour
Wing stall can happen when the aeroplane is hit by a gust or sideslip motion causing
the flow to break down resulting in the wing losing lift. The stall characteristics
produced by such conditions are dependent on the geometry of the wing section,
thickness ratio and a range of Reynolds number that the aeroplane operates in. In
this section, 3 different types of stall will be explained including some examples for
each stall behaviour.
1. Leading edge stall
The leading edge stall always produces a sharp peak in the vicinity of CLmax
with a rapid drop in CL above the stall. In this particular stall, short bubble
type appeared on the wing surface according to Polhamus [46] and Hoerner
and Borst [45].
Short separation bubble
As the angle of attack increases to a particular point, say 6ı, a flow tends to
separate close to the leading edge and reattaches to the surface and forms a
small separation bubble on the wing surface. As the angle of attack increases,
the lift continues to increase gradually and a turbulent separation moves for-
wards. When the angle of attack reaches a critical position where the air
flow inside the bubble is too strained, the separation bubble from the near
leading edge location bursts without any warning causing an abrupt loss of
lift as show in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. This type of stall is classified as
an undesirable stall. Another form that causes the bubble to burst is a suffi-
cient increase in angle of attack or decrease in Reynolds number which leads
to the turbulent shear layer not attaching on the airfoil surface resulting in
abrupt leading edge stall. After the short bubble bursts, the turbulent shear
layer may attach as a long separation bubble or may not attach on the aerofoil
surface depending on the local pressure gradient and Reynolds number. This
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particular type of stall is generally found on a moderate to thick aerofoil sec-
tions, 0:09 < t=c < 0:15. At high Reynolds numbers benefits increasing in
leading edge radius due to flow separation. As leading edge radius increases,
adverse pressure gradients decrease and reduce in turbulent boundary layer
growth. This results in increases in CLmax.
2. Trailing edge stall
Trailing edge stall is a stall mechanism commonly found, in particular with
a large aerofoil thickness ratio, t=c. This type of stall is normally associated
with an aerofoil of high thickness ratio about 15% chord or more [47]. A
point of separation is originated from the trailing edge of the aerofoil resulting
in a progressive thickening of a turbulent boundary layer separation and a
relatively gradual movement of the separation forwards to the leading edge
as the angle of attack increases. Near the stall condition, the lift coefficient
curve is progressively rounded near the maximum value of the lift coefficient.
The maximum lift is obtained when the turbulent separation from the trailing
edge is at a location of about half a chord length. An interesting point noted
by Leishman [47] is that for a higher thickness ratio the maximum lift is
reduced rapidly with the separation taking place at an extensively lower angle
of attack.
3. Thin aerofoil stall
The stall in this classification is characterised by all sharp leading edge aero-
foils and also encountered on a rounded leading edge with small thickness
ratio, i.e. t=c < 9% [48].
Long separation bubble
A physical mechanism is that on the lower side of the aerofoil, a strong negat-
ive pressure gradient is generated between the leading edge and a stagnation
point. The flow induced from these two points is assumed to be laminar flow
causing the flow to separate suddenly from the leading edge as the angle of at-
tack is above 0ı. Subsequently, the reattachment point is further downstream
leaving a long separation bubble on the wing surface. As the angle of attack
increases, the reattachment moves aft and the stall gradually develops. When
the reattachment point reaches the trailing edge the stall process completes.
Another point which is unique for this type of stall is a discontinuity on the
lift coefficient plot against angle of attack. The discontinuity point indicates
a point where the reattachment is taking place.
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3.3 Laminar separation bubble
A laminar separation bubble (see Figure 3.4) is an enclosed volume of separation
and reattachment on the aerofoil surface. A separation bubble forms due to an
adverse pressure gradient of sufficient magnitude to cause the flow to separate. The
laminar separation bubble forms when a laminar boundary layer separates and is
roughly divided into 2 different regions. The first region is contained in between
a streamline ST0R and a solid surface, forming a bubble (see Figure 3.4). The
second region is bounded in between the edge of the bubble and the outer edge
of the boundary layer S"T"R" forming a viscous free shear layer which is highly
unstable, and can undergo transition to turbulence; in this case the shear layer may
reattach on the wing surface and will then form a turbulent boundary layer. The
flow phenomenon is called a laminar separation bubble which grows larger and
larger to degrade an overall performance of an aerofoil with decreasing Reynolds
number.
Within the bubble, just downstream of the separation point denoting by "S" the
velocity of the air inside the bubble is almost zero. Therefore, this region is called
the "Dead-air region". Inside the bubble just upstream from the reattachment point,
a circulation area of air is presented called a "reverse-flow vortex" region. The sep-
aration bubble is classified into 2 different sizes: short and long bubbles. For a short
bubble, the length of the bubble is of the order 102 to 103 of a displacement thick-
ness at the separation point or approximately 1% of the aerofoil chord, whereas, the
long bubble length could be up to the order 104 of a displacement thickness at the
separation point .Owen and Klanfer [49]/. A remarkable distinction between the
short and long bubbles is proposed by Tani [50] suggesting that the difference can
be indicated by velocity and pressure distributions. The short bubble has a small
effect on the external potential flow with the pressure distribution approximately as
an inviscid distribution profile. In contrast, the long bubble influences the pressure
distribution around an aerofoil such that the pressure distribution differs from the
inviscid distribution and hence the velocity peak reduces. A comparison of the ve-
locity distribution of the short and long bubble is shown in Figure 3.5. According to
Alam and Sandham [51], thin aerofoils produce the short laminar separation bubble
at moderate angle of attack and finally it bursts to form either a long bubble with
reattachment far downstream or not reattach at all.
3.4 Lift Characteristics for low speed aerofoils
The purpose of this section is to describe some details regarding to aerofoil charac-
teristics such as zero lift angle of attack and lift curve. The shape of aerofoils are
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generated by specifying different mean camber line and thickness. These results in
variation in aerodynamic properties.
1. Angle of zero lift.
Camber determines the angle of zero lift. According to Anderson [52], a
symmetric aerofoil provides a zero-lift angle at ˛LD0 D 0ı whereas when
camber is added i.e. more highly cambered aerofoil, the absolute magnitude
of zero-lift angle of attack is larger. In addition, camber is introduced to an
aerofoil in order to generate more lift and its effect leads to a reduced angle
where the aerofoil starts stalling. A disadvantage of adding too much camber
is that air flow over the upper surface does not stay attached along the wing
surface at moderate angle of attack. This influences the flow to separate at
an early stage causing the wing to stall at a lower angle of attack than an
uncambered section.
2. Lift curve slope.
For an aerofoil thickness ratio of about 6% 10% especially for NACA series,
a value of the lift curve slope is close to the theoretical value of thin wing
section which is 2 . Abbott and von Doenhoff [53] summarise that in general
as the viscous effect is negligible, the lift curve slope should increase with an
increase of the aerofoil thickness ratio but does not exceed the theoretical
value of 2 .
3.5 Nonlinear gust response
A phenomenon of dynamic stall due to rapid incidence changes or unsteady
aerofoil motions has long been known to be a key feature that limits helicopter
performance. The problem of dynamic stall normally happens on the helicopter
rotor at fast forward speed or sometimes during manoeuvres with high torsional
loads or rotor vibration. Stall on helicopters is different to stall occurring on a
fixed-wing aircraft because stall on a helicopter rotor occurs at relatively high
airspeeds and close to a point where an air flow is able to remain attached to the
rotor surface. Whereas for a fixed-wing aircraft, stall happens at relatively lower
speed and angle of attack. By a definition given by McCrosky [54] dynamic stall
occurs on an aerofoil or any lifting surface when it is subjected under motion
which is time-dependent under pitching, plunging or even vertical unsteady motion
where the effective angle of attack is greater than the static stall angle. Generally,
dynamic stall is a delay of the flow separation at a higher angle of attack than
occurring under static conditions. A characteristic of the dynamic stall is governed
by the shedding of a vortex near the aerofoil’s leading edge region. This vortex
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disturbance creates an additional lift on the aerofoil.
A survey of literature, for example by Carr and Chandrasekhara [55] has found
that a process of dynamic stall is dependent on an aerofoil’s geometry, aerofoil’s
boundary layer condition, Mach number and unsteadiness pitch rate. A similar ex-
periment was conducted by Lawrence et al [56] in 1977 to investigate effects of
dynamic stall on an oscillating aerofoil in pitch. Their experiments included a wide
range of parameters such as reduced frequencies and the effect of mean angle of at-
tack at constant pitch rate. Simulated results of aerofoils oscillating at large angles
of attack by Akbari and Price [57] also provide a clear understanding of the vortex
system/wake created at the leading edge and shed downstream over the upper sur-
face of the aerofoil during an oscillation motion. Another recent literature by Singh
et al investigated the control of a helicopter blade stall using air-jet vortex genera-
tion. In this chapter some useful techniques based on literatures will be reproduced
to observe dynamic stall due to an unsteady gust.
3.5.1 Flow patterns of dynamic stall
Behaviours of unsteady motion and dynamic flow separation have been mainly in-
vestigated in wind tunnel experiments of oscillating aerofoils. As angle of attack
increased to a moderate angle, the flow over the upper surface still remains at-
tached. With increasing angle of attack, a high adverse pressure gradient, which
starts building up near the leading edge under dynamic conditions, results in the
flow beginning to separate at that location. Not long after the vortex is formed,
this disturbance begins to convect along the upper surface of the aerofoil. As the
angle of attack increases more and more, the rotating vortex progresses towards the
trailing edge. Meanwhile at this high angle of attack, the flow on the lower surface
begins to roll up at the trailing edge and interact with the vortex on the upper surface
as shown in Figure 3.6. The various stages of dynamic stall can be seen on the lift
coefficient plots against angle of attack as shown in Figure 3.7. Step 1 represents an
aerofoil exceeding static stall angle where the flow starts to separate. Initially, the
aerofoil passes the static stall angle without any detectable change in the flow over
the upper aerofoil surface. This stage also indicates a delay in the flow separation
produced by the upward motion which Figure 3.6a.) and b.) represent. Figure 3.6c.)
and d.) represent stage 2 in Figure 3.7. The circulating vortex on the upper surface
convects over the length of the upper aerofoil, inducing additional lift. Stage 3 is
a critical stage as the aerofoil reaches the highest angle of attack before the down-
stroke begins. At this stage, stall occurs at the same time as the leading edge vortex
leaves the upper surface at the trailing edge and passes into the wake region, see
Figure 3.6(f.). After the vortex convects downstream, the flow on the upper surface
is fully separated causing a sudden loss of lift and a nose-down pitching moment.
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Then stage 4 begins with the flow reattachment taking place on the upper surface
once again. Full reattachment may not be obtained until the aerofoil is well below a
static stall angle as seen in stage 5. These five stages are called the hysteresis loop.
3.5.2 Parametric studies on dynamic stall
Extensive studies of dynamic stall mostly use oscillating 2   D aerofoils in wind
tunnels. This is to simulate a periodic motion of time-dependent angle of attack
variations in pitch which are problems on helicopter rotors during forward flight.
A few examples of variations in parameters such as oscillation amplitude, mean
angle of attack and reduced frequency will be shown. By changing one parameter
and keeping others constant helps to provide a better understanding in terms of
the morphology of dynamic stall. The two examples below studied the effects of
dynamic stall on a NACA 0012 aerofoil section oscillating in pitch. The results
taken from Lawrence et al [56] are displayed in Figure 3.8 based on a NACA
0012 section with a 1:22 m chord oscillated in pitch by a crank. They found that
dynamic stall behaviour is sensitive to a small change in parameters as follows:
Effect of Reduced frequency, kD !c
2U
The results from Lawrence et al [56] and Leishman [47] have shown that as
reduced frequency increases, a development of the dynamic stall hysteresis delays
separation and gives a higher dynamic stall angle. Lawrence et al described the
sequence of these events in terms of reduced frequency as; at lower frequency, k
D 0:02   0:05, a vortex formed and moved towards the trailing edge, and was
shed into the wake region before the aerofoil reached a maximum incidence. As
the frequency increased, a delay in stall inception leads to the vortex interactions
at larger incidence leading to a development of flow separation at higher angles
of attack. Leishman also described in the same content as Lawrence’s. He stated
that the reduced frequency is powerful on lift response due to unsteady motion.
The vortex shedding is delayed with increasing reduced frequency until the vortex
reaches the maximum angle of attack. Increasing reduced frequency alleviates the
leading edge pressure gradients for a given value of lift and, hence, it delays the
onset of flow separation at high angles of attack. Dynamic stall is more difficult
to occur at low angles of attack at high values of reduced frequency as seen in
Figure 3.9(c). Each case is plotted with the static lift coefficient to compare with
the results under dynamic conditions.
Effect of oscillation amplitude
Based on experiments by Lawrence et al [56], they mentioned that an amplitude
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of oscillation is another predominant parameter accounting for the effect of
unsteady aerodynamic motion. Figure 3.10 is the results of a NACA 0012 aerofoil
oscillating at a particular angle of attack by varying in oscillation amplitude at the
same reduced frequency, k cˇD 0:15. It can be seen clearly that the stall behaviour
is dependent on oscillation amplitude. A key feature involved in these results is
timing and strength of dynamic stall vortex. At the smallest amplitude, ˛m D 6ı
the vortex forming at the aerofoil leading edge is always shed and convected
downstream at the largest angle of attack. This early vortex leads to a mild stall due
to moderate vortex strength. On the other hand, when ˛m gets larger and larger
the vortex seems to shed near the maximum angle of attack before stall occurs,
delaying the flow separation and finally causing deep dynamic stall behaviour, in
Figure 3.10(b.) and (c.)
Effect of mean angle variation
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of increasing the mean angle of attack while
keeping oscillation amplitude and reduced frequency constant. The results indicate
flow patterns from nominally attached flow through light dynamic stall and finally
deep dynamic stall for the highest mean angle of attack. At low mean angle of
attack, some small flow separation on the aerofoil surface occurs. Most of the time
during the oscillation, the flow is mainly attached and tends to separate with a
delay in the onset of stall at a higher angle of attack. On the down stroke motion,
the flow reattaches as the angle of attack is decreased, but the angle of attack where
the flow reattachment happens is well below the static stall angle as seen in Figure
3.11(a.). At a higher angle of attack, which is high enough to manipulate a strong
vortex near the leading edge of the aerofoil causing the light dynamic stall, the
hysteresis loop gets larger and the nose-down pitching moment is more significant
than in the small mean angle of attack, Figure 3.11(b.). At the highest mean angle
of attack, 10:3ı, the flow separates and stalls at a very high angle of attack causing
a deep dynamic stall characteristic which is represented by a large hysteresis loop.
A combination of the leading edge vortex shedding and flow separation at high
angle of attack results in a very large counter-clockwise hysteresis loop. The flow
reattachment is delayed to a relative low angle of attack during the down stroke
motion. It requires a long period of time for the flow to return to its original
condition which allows the flow to reattach on the aerofoil surface.
Effect of Reynolds number/Mach number
Reynolds number has the least dramatic effect on the unsteady oscillating aero-
foil because it seems to influence only the hysteresis loop in terms of a delay in
reattachment angle. In Figure 3.12(a.), the plots represent the effect of Reynolds
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number based on Lawrence’s experiment [56]. It can be seen that stall overshoot is
minimal for both Reynolds numbers and reattachment angle in the case of a Reyn-
olds number of 1:5  106 is slightly lower than in the higher Reynolds number
case. At low Mach number, Reynolds number variations influence types of stall
and maximum lift coefficient. Increasing Reynolds number leads to an increase of
the inertial effects in the air flow, which will reduce boundary layer thickness and
delay the onset of flow separation to a higher value of angle of attack and lift coef-
ficient. When Mach number is over 0:3 which is above the incompressible range,
the effect of Reynolds number on maximum lift and stall characteristics can be sig-
nificant because the effect of Reynolds number is somewhat dependent on Mach
number.
Ma D


a

Re
c
(3.1)
where c is an aerofoil chord length.
Whereas the experiment referenced by Leishman [47] was focused on the ef-
fect of Mach number, he explained that the effect of Mach number is found in the
dynamic stall region where the dynamic stall angle and amount of hysteresis in-
creased with increasing Mach number, as seen in Figure 3.12. If Mach number is
high enough to produce a shock wave which it involved in the dynamic stall onset,
the shock wave will introduce a more complex behaviour during the separation and
reattachment process.
3.6 Aerofoil shape on Dynamic stall
Experiments carried out by McCrosky et al [58] are concluded with results of three
different aerofoil shapes; the NACA 0012, the HH-02 aerofoil which is used on
the Apache and the SC1095 aerofoil, which is used on the Blackhawk helicopter.
The latter two aerofoils are cambered with 9:5% t/c ratio. The experiments were
conducted at a free-stream Mach number of 0:3. All three aerofoils demonstrate
dramatic increases in lift over the static stall value although the stall occurs at ap-
proximately the same angle of attack. However, in the case of the HH-02 and the
SC1095 aerofoils the flow attachment seems to maintain to a slightly higher angle
than in the case of the NACA 0012 before it breaks down with a correspondingly
larger value of CN . Hysteresis loops for all three aerofoil shapes are similar with
a secondary vortex shedding near the maximum angle of attack. Both the HH-02
and the NACA0012 aerofoils exhibit a gradual pitching moment break at the on-
set of dynamic stall (not shown here) in comparison to the SC1095, which has an
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abrupt pitching moment break. McCrosky suggested that a gradual break in pitch-
ing moment happens due to some trailing edge flow separation occurring on the
NACA 0012 and the HH-02 prior to the onset of leading edge separation and dy-
namic stall. However, the NACA 0012 has the least nose-down pitching moment
compared to the HH-02 and the SC1095 aerofoils due to it having a smaller peak
value of pitching moment.
3.7 Three-dimensional effect on dynamic stall
Experiments of unsteady lift are mostly carried out with 2-dimensional aerofoils in
oscillation motion. Lorber [59], Pizialli [60] and Lorber et al [61] used a semi-span
cantilevered wing oscillating through various angles of attack in and out of stall.
The experimental results shown here are based on those of Lorber et al with a swept
wing tested at a Mach number of 0:2. Miniature pressure transducers were placed
at five locations along the span-wise direction towards the wing tip. It can be seen
that for an angle of attack below the static stall angle, elliptical hysteresis loops are
formed with no evidence of unusual behaviour such as loop crossing as particularly
appears on a 2-D aerofoil case. The untwisted swept wing, stall initiates at the
root section of the swept wing and moves outboard towards the wing tip causing
a gradual reduction in lift and lift curve slope as seen in Figure 3.14. Dynamic
stall characteristics for 3-dimensional wings are similar to the 2-dimensional case
except the crossing hysteresis loop did not appear in the 3-dimensional case. It
is interesting to note that when moving towards the wing tip the lift overshoot is
reduced and a fluctuation of the hysteresis loop is vanished. Lorber believed this is a
result from an element of a tip vortex creating a steady induced lift which eliminates
the fluctuation during the oscillation period. He finally concluded the effect of the
3-dimensional wing as near the root of the wing the lift overshoot characteristic
can still be seen but the results are less transient suggesting that leading edge vortex
shedding does not influence it much. On the other hand, it appears that the tip vortex
itself influences the flow field of the 3-dimensional wing. Furthermore, if the wing
aspect ratio is relatively high then the oscillating finite wing can be considered as a
2-dimensional case.
3.8 Present study
In the past three decades up to now, various technical methods to produce an
oscillating flow in a wind tunnel have been introduced, for example [55–57,62–68].
Examples of these are to study the effect of aeroelastic models excited by gust
loads, a nonlinear aeroelastic response to a wing model from a single and double
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harmonic gust excitations, and nonlinear flutter and stall response of a helicopter
blade. A purpose of the study was to investigate the behaviour of a three di-
mensional wing without vortex generators under static and dynamic conditions.
From the literature review, the experiments available in the literature seem to test
at Reynolds numbers of the order of 106. Also from these example studies, the
wings were oscillated in pitch by model drive mechanisms in a fixed wind direction.
In this study with a representation of a small UAV with a wing span of the order
of a metre, the nature of the experiments restricted the investigation flow regimes
to Reynolds numbers of the order of 105. To differentiate from the literature, a
three dimensional wing will be fixed at a given mean angle of attack relative to an
oncoming flow. The oncoming flow will be sinusoidally oscillated in pitch by an
array of oscillating flaps to produce a sinusoidal gust. The mean angle of attack,
oscillating amplitude, and oscillation frequency will be varied to observe the wing
behaviour.
FIGURE 3.1 Types of stall [46].
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FIGURE 3.2 Types of stall comparison [48].
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(a) Thin aerofoil stall mechanism
(b) Lift, drag and separation bubble characteristics
FIGURE 3.3 Thin aerofoil stall [45]
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FIGURE 3.4 Laminar separation pattern [69, 70]
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FIGURE 3.5 Diagram of different flow conditions for short and long separation bubbles,
where Rc is Reynolds number based on chord length [70]
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(a) t = 0 second (b) t = 0.5 seconds
(c) t = 1.5 seconds (d) t = 2.5 seconds
(e) t = 3.5 seconds (f) t = 4.5 seconds
FIGURE 3.6 Simulated vortex shedding at different time [57]
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FIGURE 3.7 Schematic of the lift coefficient plot and flow morphology under dynamic mo-
tion [47]
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(a) k = 0.02, 0.05, 0.10 (b) k = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25
FIGURE 3.8 Normal force on NACA 0012 [56]
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(a) k = 0.06
(b) k = 0.10
(c) k = 0.15
FIGURE 3.9 Effect of reduced frequency on unsteady lift of an oscillating NACA 0012 [47]
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(a) AmplitudeD ˙6ı
(b) AmplitudeD ˙10ı
(c) AmplitudeD ˙14ı
FIGURE 3.10 Effect of oscillation amplitude on NACA 0012 at constant mean angle of at-
tack at 15ı [56]
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(a) ˛ D 5:2ı
(b) ˛ D 7:1ı
(c) ˛ D 10:3ı
FIGURE 3.11 Effect of mean angle of attack on unsteady lift of an oscillating NACA 0012
at MD 0:4 and kD 0:075 [47]
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(a) Reynolds number effect (b) Mach number effect
FIGURE 3.12 Effect of Reynolds number and Mach number on the unsteady lift of an oscil-
lating NACA 0012 aerofoil [47, 56]
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(a) NACA0012 aerofoil
(b) HH 02 aerofoil
(c) SC1095 aerofoil
FIGURE 3.13 Effect of aerofoil shape on dynamic stall [58]
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(a) y/sD 0:452
(b) y/sD 0:787
(c) y/sD 0:971
FIGURE 3.14 Unsteady lift on a finite semi-span swept wing at MaD 0:2 [58]
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Chapter 4
Boundary layer measurement
This chapter describes experimental procedures to investigate the boundary layer in
a closed circuit wind tunnel at Cranfield University .Shrivenham campus/. Three
different sets of measurements were carried out in order to observe the difference
in the boundary layer heights in an empty tunnel and with flow mixing devices
installed in the tunnel. The principal measurements of the boundary layer height has
been based on total pressure, static pressure, dynamic pressure, and static pressure
across a screen in the tunnel which was used as a reference pressure. Experimental
results of a boundary layer in the closed section wind tunnel are also discussed from
two different tunnel set-ups. The objectives of the boundary layer measurements are
to compare the thickness produced by different wind tunnel set-ups and a selection
of a building geometry for the next set of experiments based on the boundary layer
thickness.
4.1 Experimental apparatus and instrumentation
The experimental works were carried out using the closed circuit wind tunnel at
Cranfield University as represented in Figure 4.1. The closed-section tunnel was
constructed with two different working sections with both sections fitted with
turntables. The larger working section is suitable for environmental aerodynamics
with working section dimensions of 2:30 m  1:96 m. The tunnel is powered by
50 KW motor, capable of delivering 3228 m3=min at 1250 rpm, giving a maximum
wind speed in the small section at 40 m/s and 12:5 m/s in the large section.
In the preliminary tests, two different set-up configurations were tested.
The aim of the tests was to measure the boundary layer height in both cases to
scale the models for the following phases of work. It was necessary to measure
the boundary layer height in the tunnel, consequently an empty tunnel was
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considered to approximate the height of the boundary layer first. In order to
satisfy the boundary layer height similitude, flow mixing devices such as sharks
fins and egg boxes were introduced into the upstream location in front of the
turntable to represent roughness elements of the site. To provide consistency
of the boundary layer height, the detailed results from each configuration were
repeatedly conducted and compared. There was an assumption to be made
before the experiments were conducted saying that "the boundary layer in the
tunnel is symmetrical in the spanwise direction". Consequently, the boundary layer
height measurements were taken only half a turntable from the centre line outwards.
Total pressure and static pressure were measured using a pitot static rake which
consisted of eight pitot tubes located at various heights from the floor. The pitot
static rake was controlled by two scanivalves which are electronic pressure scanners
and these pressures were transferred to micromanometers to convert the pressure
input signals from the scanivalves to computer-compatible electronic signals. The
electrical signals were converted into legible signals by computing programs kindly
provided by Dr. Mark Finnis. Another parameter taken into account was dynamic
pressure which is the difference between total pressure and static pressure.
Ptotal D Pstatic C 1
2
V 2 (4.1)
It is important to keep in mind that dynamic pressure derived from these equa-
tions is valid for incompressible flow only because these equations are originally
derived from Bernoulli’s equation. Nonetheless, dynamic pressure in the experi-
mental case was measured by taking the difference between the total pressure and
static pressure signals coming out of the scanivalves and plugged into a micromano-
meter Model FC014 to obtain electrical signal. The electrical signal was then trans-
formed into comprehensible signal to provide consistency data as total and static
pressures were evaluated. Meanwhile, the pressure drop across the tunnel screen
and temperature in the tunnel were measured in order to justify the change of the
flow and be used as the frame of reference values after a long period of running
time. The boundary layer profiles were non-dimensionalised with the freestream
dynamic pressure.
4.2 Instrumentation
Total pressure and static pressure at different height from the floor were taken dir-
ectly from the pitot static rake mounted on a traverse being placed underneath of
the turntable. The aim of situating the traverse beneath the turntable is to navig-
ate the rake across in a spanwise direction in order that the rake is able to meas-
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ure the pressures at different points in the direction of cross-flow motion (with the
probe pointing towards the tunnel contraction). Small tubes connected to the rake
distributed total pressure and static pressure to the scanivalves. The simultaneous
resolutions of the pressures were transferred to the micromanometer in order that
these pressures were transformed into electrical signals and changed into compre-
hensible signal by a computing program in a computer. With reference to Figure
4.2, the preliminary set-up for the boundary layer height measurement is achieved.
4.3 Experimental procedures
The first step of each experimental case was to measure the ambient pressure and
temperature before running the tunnel. Regarding the initial set up of the rake,
considerable care must be taken since the rake can be easily damaged. After
the rake had been located at the centre line above the turntable, setting up of the
alignment of the probes proceeded. A connection between the small tubes linking
from the rake to the scanivalves had been inspected before the test began.
An experiment with the empty tunnel was the initial experiment to be con-
sidered. Regarding the experimental set up mentioned previously, the rake located
at the centre line above the turntable was the first position to start with. Total
pressure, static pressure and dynamic pressure were then measured directly from
the rake mounted on the traverse located beneath the turntable. Wind speed in
the tunnel was dependent on the fan rotation speed and calculated from dynamic
pressure. Ambient pressure was taken from a pressure transducer placed outside
the tunnel in an open area. However, thermocouples were used to determine
the temperature increasing in the tunnel to calculate flow density during the
experimental period. Likewise in the tunnel with flow mixing devices installed, all
of these procedures were reiterated with care.
Bearing in mind, there are many manners that can cause experimental errors
during the test period. In order to minimise these errors, the most important thing
to do is to ensure that during the experiments a great deal of care and concentra-
tion must be taken in to account. The unexpected circumstances and possibilities
regarding those errors likely to affect the experimental data are identified as follows:
 Probes alignment and distance from the surface.
The static pressure indication is sensitive to distance from solid boundaries.
The probe and boundary form a Venturi passage, which accelerates the flow
and decreases the static pressure on one side. Therefore static readings should
not be taken closer than 5 tube diameters from a boundary for 1% accuracy
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and 10 tube diameters is safer [71]. A minimum distance for measuring the
boundary layer was 5 mm whereas the pressure tube diameter was 1 mm.
Hence, the accuracy should be within 1%. Another factor believed to be an
influence of the errors is yaw and pitch angle of the probes. If the flow is not
parallel to the probes’ head, errors in total and static pressure readings occur
due to misalignment between the probes and the flow direction.
 Tubes are folded and leaking.
Check tubes for leakage before the experiments were conducted.
 Instrumentation errors.
 Human error
The velocity profile is obtained from U=Uref , i.e. dynamic pressure at various
height divided by reference dynamic pressure and take a square root value.
4.4 Preliminary test
The preliminary experiments into boundary layer flow were carried out in two
stages; empty wind tunnel and with flow mixing devices placed inside the tunnel far
upstream from the test section to investigate the boundary layer thicknesses from
the two different configurations. In each case, the wind tunnel motor speed was set
constant at 1250 rpm which is equivalent to a flow speed of approximately 5 m/s.
Please note that dynamic pressure readings from pitot static rake contained approx-
imately ˙1% error due to the uncertainty from the micromanometer reading. Each
set of boundary layer measurement was carried out once, so the repeatability of the
experimental results is not available.
4.4.1 Empty wind tunnel
The investigation was initialised with a measurement of the boundary layer thick-
ness in an empty wind tunnel at three different spanwise locations. Primarily, the
motor speed was selected to run at 1250 rpm to provide the flow speed in the tun-
nel at approximately 5 m/s. The pitot static rake and all the instruments were set
up as described in previous section with the rake aligned at the centreline 400 mm
downstream from the centre of the turntable. The free stream velocity in the closed
wind tunnel was measured by the pitot static rake; as a reference point z D 0 at
the surface of the turntable. Static pressure from a pitot static tube mounted on a
side wall of the wind tunnel was used as a reference pressure to evaluate dynamic
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pressure at a fixed point in the tunnel, which was used as a denominator to dy-
namic pressure at different vertical heights. A sampling frequency of 20 Hz and a
sampling time of 102:4 seconds for each vertical altitude were used for these pres-
sure measurements. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 represent boundary layer profiles in
the empty tunnel configuration. Figure 4.4 shows that with different sample rates,
the boundary layer profiles show almost similar distributions above 100 mm while
the sample time was kept constant at 102:4 seconds. Therefore, as the number of
samples increased by 1000, the boundary layer profile did not have a great influ-
ence from increasing the sample rate. Theoretically, a boundary layer thickness is
a point where its velocity is equivalent to 99% of a velocity at the outer edge of the
boundary layer. In this experimental case, it can be summed up that the average
boundary layer thickness is 100 mm but which varies between 95 mm to 105 mm
across the spanwise direction.
4.4.2 Wind tunnel with roughness elements and spires
In the previous section, the average boundary layer thickness in the empty tunnel
is 100 mm. In this section, the experimental data in the tunnel with roughness
elements and flow mixing devices will be discussed. The measurements were
made with four elliptical spires placing in front of the roughness elements where
the roughness elements located 2 metres upstream from the test section. As
mentioned earlier, the experiments in the empty tunnel were sampling at 20 Hz
with a sampling time of 102:4 seconds. Therefore, the experiments with flow
mixing devices would be measured by using the same sampling frequency and
sampling time.
The experiments with roughness elements and spires were divided into two
different tests. The first measurement included four elliptical wedges without
roughness elements. The other measurement was carried out with four elliptical
wedges and roughness elements. The objectives of the two separated tests are to
compare the boundary layer thickness produced with/without roughness elements.
The measurements were made at three spanwise locations: at centre of the test
section, 175 mm and 350 mm from the centre of the test section in a spanwise
direction. A result from the first configuration without surface roughness is
presented in Figure 4.6.
The results obtained without surface roughness were all based on the four
elliptical wedges placed across the whole width of the tunnel a distance of 580
mm apart from each other located approximately 5 metres upstream from the test
section. In Figure 4.6 the boundary layer profiles for all three locations appear
to be similar to the empty tunnel profiles. Interestingly, from Figure 4.7 where
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surface roughness was introduced, at the height between 50 mm to 200 mm the
boundary layer profile seems to be linearly proportional to height. It is believed
that the surface roughness manipulates high velocity flow in the range between
50 mm and 200 mm from the tunnel floor. The test section of the closed wind
tunnel used for the boundary layer experiment is not as long as wind tunnels used
in many applications explained in the literatures, therefore, it might be a factor that
influences a steady state of the boundary layer in a low altitude which in this case
is the range between 50 mm and 200 mm from the tunnel floor. Another reason
to support this behaviour was explained by Cermak [72]; as the introduction of
mixing flow devices at the test section entrance leads significant loss of similarity
with the atmospheric boundary layer unless the test section is sufficiently long
enough for the flow structure to reach statistical equilibrium. However, an average
boundary layer thickness defined in this experimental configuration with only the
elliptical wedges introduced upstream of the test section is 175 mm across the
spanwise direction.
A combination of the elliptical wedges and roughness elements was carried
out to simulate another thickness of the boundary layer. The roughness elements
used in this configuration to produce a turbulent flow were egg boxes representing
surface roughness. The egg boxes, 1:60metres long, were located across the tunnel
width at 1:40 metres downstream of the wedges. Also the pitot static rake meas-
uring total and static pressures was mounted on a traverse 2 metres downstream
from the trailing edge of the egg boxes. Hence, total distance of measurement
from leading edge of the roughness elements to the point of measurement was 3:60
metres. Figure 4.7 shows the boundary layer profiles obtained from this configura-
tion at various spanwise locations. It can be seen that at low altitude below 50 mm
and above 200 mm, the magnitudes of the normalised velocity,U=Uref at three
locations are eventually similar which is linearly proportional to vertical height.
The average boundary layer thickness defined in this experimental configuration is
235 mm across the spanwise direction.
Maruyama et al [73] indicates that a relationship between a boundary layer
thickness ı, and a fetch x, can be expressed as
ı / x0:56 (4.2)
According to this expression, the experimental results in the closed wind tun-
nel with elliptical wedges and roughness elements provided a similar range of the
exponential value. As mentioned earlier a measurement distance from the leading
edge of the roughness elements to the point of measurement where the pitot static
rake situated was 3:60 metres. This distance is the fetch length, x. The experi-
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mental results verified that at centreline, 175 mm and 350 mm from the centreline
the exponential values are 0:517, 0:540 and 0:545 respectively. Having said that,
measurement of the boundary layer growth at the beginning from the leading edge
of the roughness elements to the point of the pitot static rake was not performed. It
was the only measurement point to obtain these exponential values which is in the
centre of the test section. Thus, in the wind tunnel with elliptical wedges and rough-
ness elements configuration a relationship between the boundary layer thickness ı,
and the fetch length x, can be expressed as
ı / x0:52 0:55 (4.3)
where unit of ı and x is in centimetre.
Maruyama et al [73], additionally, also indicated that the boundary layer profile
can still be divided into three different regions; wake region, log region and urban
canopy depending on wind characteristics in a boundary layer. In the middle region
where the mean thickness is approximately 40   50 percent of the boundary layer
is called "log region". The middle region of the experimental results still agrees
with Maruyama’s results. The mean thickness of the results is 121 mm which is
equivalent to 51 percent of the boundary layer thickness. The first and the last points
of this region from the experiment are at 85 mm and 175 mm respectively where
Maruyama suggested that the Reynolds stress in the middle region is approximately
constant. Above 175 mm where it is called wake region is believed that turbulence
intensity and Reynolds stress reduce with height and the velocity gradient becomes
larger than the middle region. In the lowest region, an urban canopy region is
generally affected by the roughness elements which mean velocity varies little with
increasing height. In this particular region, turbulence intensity level is larger than
30% whereas in the log region turbulence intensity level is normally less than 30%.
The graphs show mean velocity profiles at the test section without any models in
position.
4.5 Boundary layer profile relating to scale
Building scale and geometry in wind tunnel modeling are selected by comparing
the results from the simulated atmospheric boundary layer experiments and
the appropriate ESDU methods to approximate the atmospheric boundary layer
thickness. In the present work, it was decided to simulate boundary layer thickness
from three different wind tunnel configurations to similitude the highest boundary
layer thickness which will be used in the next set of experiments of flow field
behind buildings. All the results will be discussed later in Chapter 6. To compare
the boundary layer thickness from the experimental results and estimate the atmo-
spheric boundary layer thickness, ESDU Data Item 82026 was used to calculate
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mean wind speeds based on parameters such as changes in surface roughness,
zero-plane displacement, roughness factors and height from the ground. All
parameters involved in the calculation can be seen in ESDU Data Item 82026. All
the parameters were selected carefully to ensure the same measurement conditions
of boundary layer in the wind tunnel are met. The calculation of the wind profile
cannot be shown in this section. However, the calculations of the wind profile are
based on a copy of calculation sheet 1 of Table 11:1 and calculation sheet 2 of
Table 11:2 of ESDU Data Item 82026. The wind speed plots are then compared
with the experimental result of the simulated atmospheric boundary layer in the
wind tunnel, represented in Figure 4.10. From the comparison it can be seen that
the plots of the wind speed at a site downwind of a sudden change, two changes
in surface roughness and the experimental result are similar except for an altitude
over the roof-top level. This result denotes the change of the roughness surface
does not have a significant effect of the flow field below a surface layer which is
approximately 10% of the boundary layer thickness. On the other hand, above the
surface roughness layer the experimental result and the estimating hourly-mean
wind speed are different. This could be a result of short wind tunnel where the
simulated boundary layer did not have time to grow and reach a stability condition.
Figure 4.11 shows an atmospheric boundary layer in an urban area which is
also calculated from ESDU Data Item 82026. This boundary layer calculation is
based on a small town with an average roof-top level about 10   15 metres with an
open area and terrain roughness change located upwind from the urban region. It is
found that the atmospheric boundary layer is approximately 372 metres in reality.
In order to compare a scale of the simulated atmospheric boundary layer in the wind
tunnel to the atmospheric boundary layer, the scale can be estimated as 1 W 1600.
For most wind tunnel modeling of the atmospheric boundary layer, the scale ratio
of the boundary layer thickness is often selected in the range of 100   1000 to
generate the best similitude of the velocity profile and flow characteristics. For this
the experiment, the scale of the boundary layer of 1 W 1600 is beyond the scale ratio
to obtain the best solution for experimental measurement. However, as long as a
building model is immersed in the boundary layer and the ratio of H/ı is greater
than 0:85 as described in Chapter 2, the flow characteristics around bluff body can
be obtained.
4.6 Conclusion
To summarise, three different approaching flows were generated by three different
set-ups. The boundary layer characteristics can be divided into three cases; thick,
medium and thin layers. Firstly, the thin boundary layer .ı D 95   105 mm varies
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across spanwise locations/ was generated in the empty tunnel by only a screen
across the tunnel located upstream of the test section. Reynolds number, Reı based
on the boundary layer thickness and free stream velocity measured in the centre
of the test section was 3:42  104. Displacement thickness .ı/ and momentum
thickness ./ were 11:26 mm and 6:49 mm respectively. Secondly, the medium
boundary layer was obtained by four elliptical wedges without surface roughness.
It provides average boundary layer thickness across spanwise direction of 175 mm.
Reynolds number based on the boundary layer thickness and free stream velocity
in the centre of the test section was 5:98  104. Displacement thickness .ı/ and
momentum thickness ./ were 21:52 mm and 6:67 mm respectively. Finally, the
thick boundary layer was obtained by four elliptical wedges and surface roughness.
The average boundary layer thickness is maximum and equal to 235mm. Reynolds
number based on the boundary layer thickness and free stream velocity in the centre
of the test section was 8:04  104. Displacement thickness .ı/ and momentum
thickness ./ were 159:36 mm and 24:18 mm respectively. Furthermore, the shape
factors, H  ı= for the thick, medium and thin boundary layers case are 6:59,
3:22 and 1:73 respectively. This indicated that adverse pressure gradients easily
happen in the case of the thick boundary layer with less possibility to occur in
the thin boundary layer since adverse pressure gradients increase the value of the
shape factor. On the other hand, favourable pressure gradients and suction reduce
the value of the shape factor [74].
The appropriate ESDU methods were used to define the boundary layer profile
as shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. The atmospheric boundary layer in a
small town is also estimated and compare to the simulated atmospheric boundary
layer obtained from from the wind tunnel experiment. The scale ratio of the
simulated layer to the full-scale is approximately 1 W 1600 which is quite small to
obtain a fine resolution from flow around building. Nonetheless, a good result can
be achieved if the building model is large, H/ı > 0:80. Investigation of the flow
structures in the boundary layer in the wind tunnel in Chapter 6 focuses on the
flow field around building in the lower third of the boundary layer. As long as the
building model is fully immersed in the boundary layer, the experimental data are
satisfactorily obtained.
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FIGURE 4.1 Schematic of a closed section wind tunnel used for experiments.
FIGURE 4.2 Instrumental set-up
(a) Boundary effect on pitot probe (b)probe alignment
FIGURE 4.3 Probe alignment and distance to surface [71]
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FIGURE 4.4 Centre line with different sample rates
FIGURE 4.5 Empty wind tunnel in the spanwise locations at frequency 20 Hz
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FIGURE 4.6 Boundary layer profiles with elliptical wedges but without surface roughness
FIGURE 4.7 Boundary layer profiles with elliptical wedges and with surface roughness
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FIGURE 4.8 Profiles of mean velocity at various spanwise locations
FIGURE 4.9 Comparison between three different set up methods
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FIGURE 4.10 Experimental result compare with ESDU methods to define the profile char-
acteristics
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FIGURE 4.11 Simulated atmospheric boundary layer in an urban area
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Chapter 5
Five-hole probe
5.1 Applications of Five-hole Probe and Calibration
Process
In turbulent flow fields such as the wake region behind wing tips, in turbomachines
and in turbulent shear layers, three-dimensional flow characteristics are usually de-
tected. In such swirling flow fields as mentioned, measurements are very difficult
to determine the flow characteristics. In order to investigate the three-dimensional
flow, the experimental techniques such as Particle Image Velocimetry .PIV/ and
Laser Doppler Anemometry .LDA/ methods should be implemented. The main
features of these techniques are nonintrusive instrumentations and all three velocity-
components can be measured instantaneously. On the other hand, time is an issue
that has to be taken into account if they are used in measuring velocity compon-
ents and turbulent properties. Multi-hole pressure probe is another experimental
instrument conventionally employed to examine flow direction, magnitude of static
pressure and flow velocity in three-dimensional flow fields [75]. Five-hole probe
geometry consists of five pressure tubes aligned in two different planes perpendic-
ular to each other. Meanwhile, the two-plane intersects at a central tube as shown
in Figure 5.1. The central probe measures a form of stagnation pressure .total
pressure/ and the pressures in the other four probes are proportional to static pres-
sure which is approximately 65% of Pave/(P5-Pave) and below this when  D 35ı,
also about 55% of Pave/(P5-Pave) and below when  D 45ı at pitch and yaw angles
at 0ı [76, 77]. Typical calibration technique can be divided into two different tech-
niques; nulling and non-nulling techniques. The nulling technique is required when
the pressures in the outer four tubes are equal, i.e. .P1 D P2 D P3 D P4/. The
central tube measures a form of total pressure. This nulling technique requires a
long period of time to calibrate because the probe has to be yawed and pitched to
a correct direction until the outer four probes read equal pressures. On the other
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hand, the non-nulling technique requires the probe to be fixed relative to a point of
reference. The probe is set at constant pitch and yaw angles, measuring the pres-
sure directly from the probe at each location by traversing the probe into the flow
field. When the pressures from the five-hole probe are measured, magnitudes of
flow characteristics are determined [77]. This technique requires the calibration
procedures by changing the probe at various pitch and yaw angles. Hence at each
pitch and yaw angle at each location, the magnitude of pressures of the five-hole
probe is recorded then flow direction and flow velocity are calculated.
5.2 Probe Geometries and Description
The five-hole probe was designed and manufactured at Cranfield University
.Shrivenham Campus/ with the assembled probe tip of 1:68 mm outer diameter.
The effect of this diameter can be to flatten the peaks in areas of changing velocity
gradients. Each of the five-hole tubes was made of stainless steel hypodermic tubing
with inner diameter of 0:305mm and outer diameter of 0:56mm.The five-hole tubes
were firstly bonded together by silver solder along the length of approximately 100
mm. The probe tip was chamfered at an appropriate angle of 45ı relative to the end
of the central tube and a longitudinal axis. The four-chamfered ends were shaped
by machine grinder leaving the central tube square-ended. The five-hole tubes were
then placed into a stainless steel housing with inner and outer diameters of 1:77mm
and 2:34 mm respectively to increase the probe strength and also protect the main
tubes. The array of the five-hole tubes were inserted into another cover housing
which were then placed into a 90ı bending tube with 5:07mm inner diameter and 6
mm outer diameter with a radius of 40mm. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic diagram
of the five-hole probe in two dimensions with 25 mm tip extension (approx. 15 tip
diameters) beyond the cover housing. Similarly, the tip is approximately 180 mm
from the main probe stem so that disturbance from the probe stem is minimised.
As a method of Babu et al [78] explained a reason to minimise a stem influence
effect that a ratio of a length from a probe tip to a stem-to-stem diameter should be
more than 3. However, for the five-hole probe in this case, the ratio is approxim-
ately 30 which is 10 times more than the ratio specified by Babu. Therefore, the
stem influence effect is initially negligible in this case. The probe does not measure
instantaneous readings of pressure. The pressure readings form the transducers are
the average reading over a number of samples and for a short period of time and so
the time averaged values for the pressures in the tubes are recovered.
In general to design pressure probes for three dimensional flow measurements,
there are a few design parameters to be considered in order to obtain correct data
as dependent on sensitivity effect. Owing to these parameters, two main issues
are determined; probe tip shape including a chamfer angle,  and the influence of
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Reynolds number (based on tip diameter) on performance of the probe. The former
design parameter indicates a direct sensitivity of the probe and minimising near-
wall effect due to flow blockage. To elaborate the sensitivity effect, Bryer et al [79]
suggested that the effect of sensitivity is dependent on apex angle of the probe,
which is twice the chamfered angle. This means that the larger apex angle, the less
sensitivity produced by the probe. At 45ı inclination to the longitudinal, the probe
axis is the most suitable for many pressure probes. Another issue is the shape of
the probe tip which Ligrani et al [80] recommended that conical shape is preferable
because the near-wall flow blockage effect is more severe for the prismatic shape
than conical shape. Another design parameter specifying the sensitivity effect is
Reynolds number based on the outer tip diameter if the value of Reynolds number of
a square and sharp-edged tip below 1500, the sensitivity effect is likely to decrease.
The performance of the five-hole probe in compressible flow resulting in changing
of sensitivity due to Mach number is neglected in this case.
5.3 Calibration Procedures
A standard calibration procedure for non-nulling technique is simple and does not
require much time compared with the nulling technique. As mentioned earlier, the
nulling technique requires the four static pressures of the outer tubes to be equival-
ent, .P1 D P2 D P3 D P4/. This technique will require some time until the side
tubes read equal pressure. However, an advantage of this method is that it provides
the most accurate results compared with the non-nulling technique. An example of
this method was performed by Bryer et al [79]. A simple way is to place the five-
hole probe in a known flow direction. Following by changing pitch and yaw angles
and the pressures from the probe are recorded individually for pitch and yaw angles.
Calibration by this method is called non-nulling technique. There are a number of
the advantage reasons for calibration the probe in non-nulling mode such as space
limitations of probe rotation, time consuming for system response and difficulty of
experimental set up, e.g. in turbomachines. The salient point of the calibration of
the five-hole probe is that the pressure differences between two pressure ports are
normalised to obtain pressure coefficients which are dependent on the flow angular-
ity but independent of velocity. Meanwhile, total and static pressure coefficients can
be determined in the same manner. Generally, the pressure difference or the nor-
malised term is expressed by a fraction of difference between total pressure from
the central tube and the average pressure from the outer four chamfered tubes. The
non-dimensional parameters are then determined as follows:
CP˛ D P3   P1P5   Pave (5.1)
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CPˇ D P2   P4P5   Pave (5.2)
CP total D Ptotal   PaveP5   Pave (5.3)
CPstatic D Ptotal   PstaticP5   Pave (5.4)
or,
CP total D P5   PtotalP5   Pave (5.5)
CPstatic D Pave   PstaticP5   Pave (5.6)
It is interesting to note that sometimes dynamic pressure coefficient is used
instead of static pressure coefficient for example in a calibration process performed
by Dominy and Hodson [81] as shown:
CPdynamic D Ptotal   PstaticP5   Pave (5.7)
where,
P1   P4 are pressures from different pressure tubes (outer tubes)
P5 is pressure from the central tube
P4 D .P1 C P2 C P3 C P4/=4
Ptotal is total pressure and Pstatic is static pressure.
Normalisation by P5 Pave is widely used in the majority of the five-hole probe
calibration process for many years especially G. Zilliac [82] explained a reason why
this "normalised term" has been incorporated as a tested flow angle is up to 30ı
pressure coefficient collapses on a straight line within experimental uncertainty.
Pressure coefficients in Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.4 are different from the pressure coef-
ficient forms from Treaster and Yocum [83] and Lee and Wood [84]. Ligrani et
al [80] provided a reason for not using the pressure coefficient forms in Eq. 5.5
and Eq. 5.6 that as pitch and yaw angles approach to zero, CP total and CPstatic
also approach to zero. Consequently, in order to avoid being close to zero, the nu-
merator terms used by Treaster and Yocum and Lee and Wood experiments, Ligrani
replaced .P5 Ptotal/ and .Pave Pstatic/ by .Ptotal Pave/ and .Ptotal Pstatic/
respectively as represented in Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.4. Hence a relationship between
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velocity magnitude, V and static pressure coefficient is defined by Ligrani et al
using Bernoulli’s equation as:
Ptotal D Pstatic C 1
2
V2 (5.8)
Ptotal   Pstatic D 1
2
V2 (5.9)
From equation 5.4,
Ptotal   Pstatic D CPstatic.P5   Pave/ D 1
2
V2 (5.10)
V2 D

2

.P5   Pave/ CPstatic

(5.11)
V D
s
2

.P5   Pave/ CPstatic

(5.12)
On the other hand, using the pressure coefficients forms from Treaser and
Yocum [83] and Wood’s experiments [84] from Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.6, the magnitude
of the velocity will be expressed by using Bernoulli’s equation as:
V2 D

2

.Ptotal   Pstatic/

(5.13)
Rearranging Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.6:
(5.14)
Ptotal D P5   CP total .P5   Pave/ (5.15)
Pstatic D Pave   CP static .P5   Pave/ (5.16)
Substituting equation 5.14 into 5.13 yields,
V2 D

2

ŒP5   CP total .P5   Pave/   ŒPave   CPstatic .P5   Pave/

(5.17)
V2 D

2

ŒP5   Pave   CP total .P5   Pave/C CP static .P5   Pave/

(5.18)
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V2 D

2

.P5   Pave/ .1   CP total C CP static/

(5.19)
V D

2

.P5   Pave/ .1   CP total C CP static/
 1
2
(5.20)
Moreover, the velocity components in Cartesian and Cylindrical polar coordin-
ates are then evaluated as in Appendix B depending on which mode the probe
is calibrated. If the probe is calibrated in "yaw-pitch mode", the three velocity
components in Cartesian coordinates are defined as:
u D V cosˇ cos˛ (5.21)
w D V cosˇ sin˛ (5.22)
v D V sinˇ (5.23)
In contrast, if the probe is calibrated in "pitch-yaw mode", the three velocity
components are defined as:
u D V cos˛ cosˇ (5.24)
w D V sin˛ (5.25)
v D V cos˛ sinˇ (5.26)
The derivation of the two distinguished modes can be seen in Appendix B as
the formulas are evaluated in the relationship between pitch angle ˛ and yaw angle
ˇ and velocity magnitude V respect to axis of rotation. The five-hole probe for this
project was calibrated in "pitch-yaw mode". Therefore, the relationship of the three
velocity components will be used is in the latter forms, e.g. Eq. 5.24.
5.4 Calibration Results
The forward facing pyramid five-hole probe was calibrated in a boundary layer
wind tunnel at Cranfield University Shrivenham campus with nominal free stream
velocity at 3 m/s, 5 m/s and 7 m/s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 340, 565
and 790 based on 1:68 mm tip diameter. Consequently, the flow was considered
as incompressible. The position of the probe tip was located at a centre of 50 mm
downstream from the nozzle exit plane in order that boundary layer and wall vicin-
ity effects were neglected and to ensure the tip would be in line with the oncoming
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flow direction. The probe was set on a quadrant arc to allow the sensing holes to
record pressures at different pitch and yaw angles with an increment of 5ı in which
pressure coefficients at each calibration point in pitch and yaw planes were calcu-
lated. Bryer and Pankhurst [79] had shown that a direct calibration at one Reynolds
number can be applied to applications at a wide range of Reynolds numbers.
Pressures from the five-hole probe were measured separately using five differ-
ential pressure transducers by mean values from each individual sensing hole in the
ranges of  30ı < ˇ < 30ı and  20ı < ˛ < 30ı for each pitch and yaw motions.
Dynamic pressures of the flows were measured by a use of pitot-static tube locating
at a fixed point from the nozzle exit plane. However, owing to its small size probe
tip diameter, an individual sensing hole calibration is required to indicate the salient
features such as probe sensitivity, effect of Reynolds number and viscous effect.
5.4.1 Reynolds number effect
Figure 5.4, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8 represent typical pitch and yaw pressure
coefficients plots in non-nulling calibration of the pyramid-type five-hole probe
at three different Reynolds numbers. A reasonable clarification from Bryer and
Pankhurst [76] can be able to explain this particular equivocal measurement. Sep-
aration over one or more sensing holes is an important issue which should be taken
into account. G. Zilliac [82] and C. Tropea [85] agree that the flow separation
involves at an oncoming flow angle approximately 30ı leading to separation for
most of pressure probes. Brayer and Prankhurst [76] also indicated that to give
an accuracy in the measurement, pitch and yaw angles are limited to ˙25. Sim-
ilarly, Melda [75] supported Brayer and Prankhurst that the use of five-hole probe
with an accuracy of ˙2%, pitch and yaw angles should be limited in the range of
˙20ı to ˙25ı. Consequently, an examination of the individual sensing hole-based
coefficients would identify the flow phenomena which might prove that they are
sensitive to pitch and yaw motions. Three-dimensional surface curves for pitch,
yaw and static pressure coefficients at different ˛ and ˇ are displayed in Appendix
D. From the typical calibration plots for the pressure coefficients at all three Reyn-
olds numbers provide that at moderate pitch and yaw angles, say j˛j and jˇj are
approximately at 20ı the pressure coefficient in pitch is a linear function. Similarly,
the pressure coefficient in yaw also alters linearly. In contrast, when the angle is
larger than 20ı the pressure coefficient is non-linear. Minimum static pressure was
measured when pitch and yaw angles approach 0ı and increases when pitch and
yaw angles increase. This minimum value was calculated by Eq. 5.4 where the de-
nominator depends on pressure from the centre hole and the average pressure from
the outer four holes.
Another form of pitch and yaw angle calibration is shown in Figure 5.4 to Figure
5.15. Pressure coefficient with yaw angle increases with increasing yaw angle.
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Unlikely, it decreases as the pitch increases in Figure 5.11, Figure 5.13 and Figure
5.15. Now that behaviour of the pressure coefficients in both pitch and yaw is
linearly proportional to the angles of  20ı < ˛; ˇ < 20ı. The probe asymmetry is
observed about zero pitch and yaw angles, which is due to an imperfection during
a manufacturing process. It is also displayed in Figure C.11 and Figure C.12 in
terms of static pressure coefficient as at zero pitch and zero yaw angle the static
pressure coefficients are not in the centre of the plots. In Figure 5.20 presents the
centre pressure sensing hole response which indicates the true probe alignment to
the air flow. It can be easily seen that the in the calibration process the probe axis
was aligned at 0ı to pitch and yaw angles to the flow.
5.4.2 Probe sensitivity
Due to small tip diameter, the probe is expected to be sensitive to flow direction.
Sensitivity is a parameter to determine a performance of the probe in measuring
pressure difference in order to determine an ability of the probe which reflects the
magnitude change of flow velocity and direction. Hence to investigate an individual
sensing hole at variation in pitch and yaw should provide an optical suggestion of
the probe sensitivity to the flow direction. The individual sensing-hole coefficient
is in the form of:
P ressure coeff icient .i/ D Pi   Pdynamic
Ptotal   Pstatic (5.27)
where i represent the sensing-hole from 1 to 4
The corresponding data from pitch holes (hole no.1 and hole no.3) and yaw
hole (hole no.2 and hole no.4) at Reynolds number of 565 and 790 are presented in
Figure C.13 to Figure C.16 in Appendix C. The pressure distribution in hole no.1
increases as the angle increases in pitch plane from Figure 5.16. In contrast, the
pressure distribution from hole no.3 decreases as pitch angle increases from Figure
5.18. Likewise, the pressure distributions in the yaw hole in the yaw plane also
behave the same way as in the pitch plane. The curvature of contour arcs from
the pressure distributions increases as the pressure decreases since the flow more
directly gets into the pressure sensing holes.
Figure 5.16 to Figure 5.20 show all five pressure sensing holes respond to flow
angles in pitch and yaw. There are only four out of five pressure taps which were
perfectly manufactured. The pressure reading from hole 3 is believed to contain
some error due to manufacturing imperfections caused by the grinding process.
The calibration plot of the probe for this hole can be seen in Figure 5.18 as the
pressure distribution between  30ı < ˇ <  20ı is slightly lower than the pressure
distribution from 20ı < ˇ < 30ı at the same pitch angle. The contour of pres-
sure distribution generated from an average pressure coefficient in Figure C.10 in
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Appendix C replicates the effect of the probe asymmetric response very well. The
contour does not generate a symmetrical pattern but missing a quarter section on
the left hand side of the plot. This is a result of P3 being asymmetric. However, the
characteristics of the probe response such as CPpitch and CPyaw are acceptable.
In the study of G. Zilliac [82] it was indicated that the spacing between pres-
sure coefficients specifies the probe sensitivity. A larger gap of pressure coefficient
shows the higher region of the probe sensitivity. In his case study, he tested a
cone-type seven-hole probe across a Reynolds number range between 1:8104 and
5:9  104. According to Zilliac’s method and the calibration results, the five-hole
probe sensitivity depends on the flow angle and the sensitivity to the flow direction
increases due to an increase in space between pressure coefficients.
5.4.3 Uncertainty analysis
Although the measurements are carefully tested, they are subject to contain some
errors. The sources of any uncertainty can be classified into two groups, those asso-
ciated with the instruments used to acquire the experimental data and those associ-
ated with the data reduction process. This analysis section is one of the significant
parts of any experiment to reduce errors to a certain level in order that the experi-
mental results are acceptable. The uncertainty analysis in this section is based on a
study of uncertainties in physical measurements by John Taylor [86].
The analysis introduces a discrepancy of two measurement quantities then using
the discrepancy called a "fractional uncertainty" in a percentage defined as:
uncertainty D ıxjxbest j  100% (5.28)
where .ıx/ is the uncertainty (discrepancy) in any measurement value,
measured value x D xbest C ıx (5.29)
Suppose that a quantity "q" is a measured value which contains the independent
quantities x, y, z, u, v and w in products and quotient terms as shown
q D x  y  z
u  v  w (5.30)
Thus the uncertainty can be evaluated as;
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Notice that the pressure coefficients in pitch and yaw motions are defined in
equation 5.32 and equation 5.33
CP˛ D P3   P1
P5   Pave (5.32)
CPˇ D P2   P4
P5   Pave (5.33)
Subsequently, the uncertainties for the pressure coefficients in both pitch and
yaw motions can be defined by "the uncertainty in quotients" from Eq. 5.34
ıCp˛
CP˛
D
s
ı.P3   P1/
P3   P1
2
C

ı.P5   Pave/
P5   Pave
2
(5.34)
However, the uncertainty of the pressure difference can be expressed similarly
to the uncertainty in products and quotients and is called "an uncertainty in differ-
ence";
ı .P3   P1/ D
q
ı.P3/
2 C ı.P1/2 (5.35)
ı .P5   Pave/ D
q
ı.P5/
2 C ı.Pave/2 (5.36)
Five cases of typical values for the pitch and yaw pressure coefficients will be
investigated. The five regions of interest are when the flow is close to zero pitch
and yaw, at large pitch angles, at large yaw angles, moderate pitch and yaw angles
and when both pitch and yaw angles are large;
 at small pitch-yaw angle, pitch 0ı degree yaw 0ı degree
 at small pitch angle large yaw angle, pitch 0ı degree yaw 30ı degrees
 at small yaw angle large pitch, pitch 30ı degrees yaw 0ı degree
 at moderate pitch and yaw angles, pitch 15ı degrees yaw 20ı degree
 at large pitch-yaw angle, pitch 30ı degrees yaw 30ı degrees and pitch 30ı
degrees yaw  30ı.
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The estimated uncertainties and the calculated quantities compared with meas-
ured quantities are shown in Table 5.1 to Table 5.3. These are typical values for the
errors involved with taking the pressure measurements and entering them through
the data reduction scheme. Typical values of the angles found in the 5-hole probe
calibration are between  15ı andC15ı in pitch and  20ı andC20ı in yaw.
˛ ˇ CP˛ CPˇ CP˛ new CPˇ new ı˛ ıˇ
0ı 0ı 0:0705  0:0894 0:0411  0:0522 0:12ı 0:03ı
30ı 0ı  2:6619 0:1031  2:1903 0:0851 1:09ı 0:06ı
0ı 30ı 0:1424 2:0894 0:1569 2:2994 0:19ı 1:25ı
15ı 20ı  1:5684 2:0355  1:2863 1:7709 0:34ı 0:32ı
30ı 30ı  26:2943 19:5206  21:1170 15:6770 1:02ı 1:01ı
30ı  30ı  24:2572  27:8936  19:6241  22:5659 1:08ı  1:09ı
TABLE 5.1 The uncertainties for ReD 340
˛ ˇ CP˛ CPˇ CP˛ new CPˇ new ı˛ ıˇ
0ı 0ı  0:0387  0:0416  0:0127  0:0131 0:70ı 0:48ı
30ı 0ı  3:4268 0:2231  2:9002 0:2573 1:03ı 0:21ı
0ı 30ı 0:0403 3:7648 0:0494 2:9148 0:09ı 1:05ı
15ı 20ı  1:8563 2:5997  1:5106 2:2356 0:51ı 0:67ı
30ı 30ı  21:6835 21:5199  18:8864 18:7438 1:17ı 1:26ı
30ı  30ı  24:4437  24:7298  22:8548  22:8009 1:08ı  1:25ı
TABLE 5.2 The uncertainties for ReD 565
˛ ˇ CP˛ CPˇ CP˛ new CPˇ new ı˛ ıˇ
0ı 0ı  0:0592  0:0214  0:0523  0:0189 0:12ı 0:03ı
30ı 0ı  4:4726 0:3130  3:7570 0:3630 2:07ı 0:28ı
0ı 30ı  0:0277 4:4416  0:0321 3:7446 0:03ı 2:09ı
15ı 20ı  2:1605 3:1198  1:7285 2:6518 0:42ı 0:51ı
30ı 30ı  21:5381 19:7493  18:3720 15:9969 2:03ı 1:85ı
30ı  30ı  19:0249  22:0459  15:7906  18:2981 1:97ı  2:05ı
TABLE 5.3 The uncertainties for ReD 790
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5.5 Concluding remarks
The five-hole probe in this study is a "forward facing pyramid" type. It was man-
ufactured by soldering five stainless steel hypodermic tubes with outer diameter of
0:56 mm together providing the probe tip diameter of 1:68 mm. Each of the outer
tube was chamfered at 45ı with respect to a horizontal axis. The probe tip is 180
mm from the stem in order to minimise the stem influence effect.
Calibration procedures were tested in a boundary layer wind tunnel at three
different flow speeds at 3m/s, 5m/s and 7m/s providing Reynolds number based on
the probe tip of 340, 565 and 790 respectively so as to investigate Reynolds number
effect. Within this range of flow speed, the flow is considered to be incompressible
flow. The probe was calibrated in a non-nulling mode with the probe tip located
at a centre plane of 50 mm downstream from the nozzle exit plane to avoid the
boundary layer and wall vicinity effects to influence the pressure reading. It has
been demonstrated that as Reynolds number increases, the grids elongation in the
diagonal direction contract providing a reduction in the pitch and yaw pressure
coefficients when ˛ and ˇ were large. When ˛ and ˇ were less than 20ı, each grid
shape is nearly rectangular which represents an accuracy of the pitch and yaw angles
in determination of flow angle and velocity magnitude as in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.7
and Figure 5.9. There is an important point to note that at large pitch and yaw
angles, ˛ D 35ı and ˇ D˙35ı the pressure coefficient values in both pitch and yaw
planes at all three Reynolds numbers became interchangeable, i.e. values change
sign from positive to negative or negative to positive. This result was thought to
be due to viscous effects and flow separation at the probe tip when the probe was
tested at pitch and yaw angles of more than 30ı. Hence, the calibration process
for pitch and yaw angles over 30ı were neglected. All the results represented here
are corresponding to maximum of ˙30ı in yaw and  20ı  ˛  30ı in pitch.
From the individual hole-based coefficient plots allow the probe sensitivity to be
inspected. It has been indicated from Figure C.13 to Figure C.16 in Appendix C
that the probe sensitivity increases as the pitch and yaw increase. The final analysis
considers in the errors of the pressure reading at five different areas. The results of
uncertainty were interpolated in Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 that the errors
in the flow angles in both pitch and yaw are found to be more than 1ı at large pitch
and yaw angles. The angle variations get smaller and smaller at the small angles
for both pitch and yaw motions. Therefore, it is reasonable to pronounce that the
typical values of the angles used by the 5-hole probe measurement are between
˙15ı in pitch and˙20ı in yaw.
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FIGURE 5.1 Schematic diagram of forward facing Pyramid five-hole pressure probe [76]
FIGURE 5.2 Schematic diagram of five-hole probe in 2 dimensions (Unit in mm)
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FIGURE 5.3 Schematic diagram of five-hole probe in 3 dimensions
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FIGURE 5.4 Pitch and yaw angles pressure coefficient at ReD 340
FIGURE 5.5 Pitch and yaw angles pressure coefficient at Re D 340 at ˛ D ˙20ı and ˇ D
˙20ı
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FIGURE 5.6 Pitch and yaw angles pressure coefficient at ReD 565
FIGURE 5.7 Pitch and yaw angles pressure coefficient at Re D 565 at ˛ D ˙20ı and ˇ D
˙20ı
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FIGURE 5.8 Pitch and yaw angles pressure coefficient at ReD 790
FIGURE 5.9 Pitch and yaw angles pressure coefficient at Re D 790 at ˛ D ˙20ı and ˇ D
˙20ı
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FIGURE 5.10 Yaw angle calibration at ReD 340
FIGURE 5.11 Pitch angle calibration at ReD 340
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FIGURE 5.12 Yaw angle calibration at ReD 565
FIGURE 5.13 Pitch angle calibration at ReD 565
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FIGURE 5.14 Yaw angle calibration at ReD 790
FIGURE 5.15 Pitch angle calibration at ReD 790
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FIGURE 5.16 Pressure port no. 1 response to pitch and yaw motions
FIGURE 5.17 Pressure port no. 2 response to pitch and yaw motions
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FIGURE 5.18 Pressure port no. 3 response to pitch and yaw motions
FIGURE 5.19 Pressure port no. 4 response to pitch and yaw motions
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FIGURE 5.20 Pressure port no. 5 response to pitch and yaw motions
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Chapter 6
Flow behind surface mounted bluff
bodies
6.1 Introduction
In general, wind tunnel experiments are focused on measurement of the forces, such
as lift, drag, pitching moment and pressure fields which represent the free-air con-
dition in the full-scale application. A study of a flow field around surface-mounted
obstacles is a fundamental study to evaluate how airflow behaves and understands
the flow mechanisms of complex three dimensional flow. Over two decades, there
have been a number of research projects into the physics of the airflow around
surface-mounted bluff bodies to predict the effect of wind loading on buildings,
wake flow behind buildings and air pollution dispersion, etc. The aim of this study
is to analyse velocity flow fields and angularity in 2  dimensions at different loc-
ations downstream from the back of a single- and twin-building configurations by
the use of the five-hole probe. The building models were mounted in the wind tun-
nel with roughness elements and wake generators located far upstream from the
buildings to simulate a three dimensional flow representing urban flow conditions.
The analysis concentrates on major characteristics of the flow influenced by the
model geometry. Finally, gust frequencies produced by two building configurations
will be approximated for simulation of the unsteady and nonlinear forces on UAVs
encountering gusts around buildings.
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6.2 Experimental apparatus and measurement tech-
nique
6.2.1 Building geometry and boundary layer thickness
Experiments of the flow behind the 3  dimensional surface-mounted obstacles
were conducted in the closed wind tunnel, (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4). The
experiments were conducted with a combination of roughness elements and wake
generators shown in Figure 6.1 which allowed the simulation of a boundary layer
thickness, ı of 235 mm. A configuration of the boundary layer thickness agrees
with a power law of the mean velocity with an exponent between 0:143 < n < 0:17.
Additionally, due to the calculation based on ESDU Data sheet 82026 the atmo-
spheric boundary layer is approximately 372 metres which provides the scale
ratio of the simulated boundary layer to the atmospheric boundary layer as 1 W 1600.
A single building model and twin-building model with a passage gap of 120
mm, W/H D 0:6, were tested separately in the closed wind tunnel with free stream
velocity of approximately 5 m/s. Pressure and velocity fields were measured
at three different downstream locations at specified distance X/H ratios of 0:75,
1:00 and 1:50 as in Figure 6.3. The locations downstream from the back of the
building were estimated by Figure 6.2 where the tufts were the most interrupted.
From the photographs, the location can be estimated in between X=H D 0:5 and
X=H D 1:5. The location downstream from X=H D 1:5, the tufts were not
interrupted as much as the area between 0:5 < X=H < 1:5.
The building models were made of ureol (polyurethane) with dimensions of 200
mm wide, 200 mm high and 100 mm long, mounted on a turntable in the middle
of the test section of the wind tunnel facing normal to the freestream direction.
The building(s) geometry of 200 mm wide, 200 mm high and 100 mm long were
chosen based on wind environment around a single building of rectangular shape
(Figure 2.17 in Chapter 2). Wind flow around a tall building configuration as
shown in the first column of Figure 2.17 is not predominant and has the worst
effect compared with all three configurations because the majority of the air flow
around the tall slender building is mainly transported alongside of the building
and reverse air flows behind the building may or may not occur. A long building
configuration in the third column of Figure 2.17 was also taken into account. For a
long building case, the majority of the flow is mainly transported over the building
rather than passing along sides. Hence, this configuration is not suitable for the
air flow investigation either. High building of the transitional type in the second
column of Figure 2.17 was selected because the air flow on the windward face of
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a building is greatly transported downwards and the interaction of the vortex from
the windward and the shear separations from the side-edges generate large areas
of reverse flow. Another reason to consider is the boundary layer thickness at the
test section. This reason determines the height of building models. As boundary
layer thicknesses with different experimental set up were measured, the maximum
thickness of 235 mm was obtained by the combination of wake generators and
surface roughness. In order to investigate the air flow behaviour in as much
detail as possible, the model height should not be too small and/or larger than the
boundary layer thickness. Therefore, the models height of 200 mm high seems
to be sensible compared with the boundary layer thickness. The models with the
frontal width of 200 mm wide and thickness of 100 mm were chosen because of a
decision of height-to-width ratio of 1. A reason to choose the models thickness of
100 mm is because when rotating a model to different orientation, the model is still
considered as the high building of the transitional type. The estimated atmospheric
boundary layer thickness in an urban environment is 372 metres above the ground
and the simulated boundary layer in the test section is 235 mm. The test boundary
layer scale to actual boundary layer scale is 1 W 1600 scale. Hence, the models of
200mm high in the test section are 320metres high in real world which is too large
compared with UAVs of wingspan in an order of a metre. However, as long as the
models immerse in the boundary layer thickness, it is acceptable to investigate the
flow around rectangular buildings.
The blockage ratio is based on the frontal area of the building(s) to the total
area of the wind tunnel facing freestream direction. This blockage describes in
percentage of the oncoming freestream felt by the building(s). These model dimen-
sions resulted in a blockage ratio of the wind tunnel of < 1:00%. According to
ESDU [87], typically the blockage effect which results in an increase in velocity
in the flow around a bluff body is considered in terms of solid-blockage ratio up to
approximately 10% to 15%. Hence, the blockage effect is neglected in this case.
Reynolds number of the experiment is 6:8 104 based on the model height (H) and
freestream velocity of 5 m/s. The passage width between the twin-building model
of 120 mm, (w/H D 0:6) allowed an interaction flow between the building model
to be investigated. Schofield and Logan [34] described a development of the flow
downstream of a surface-mounted obstacle dependent on a parameter called " relat-
ive obstacle height" which is the ratio of height of a building model to a boundary
layer thickness, H/ı. The explanation from Schofield and Logan indicated that the
length of separation and reattachment of the flow field behind a building model in-
creases with an increase in the relative obstacle height. The relative obstacle height
for this experiment, H=ı  0:85 specifies that the building is large relative to the
boundary layer thickness. It means the flow should separate closer to the front of
the building with high average momentum from the upstream flow.
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6.2.2 Measurement technique
Pressure and velocity fields measured by the five-hole probe were described in
Chapter 5. To complement the pressure and velocity fields, the five-hole probe
was connected to five Setra Systems differential pressure transducers, model 267,
to measure the mean pressure from an individual hole referenced to static pressure
of the tunnel. These transducers sense differential pressure and convert this pressure
to a proportional high level analog output for both unidirectional and bidirectional
pressure ranges. An accuracy of the pressure transducers is within ˙1% error in
normal ambient temperature environments, with less than ˙0:06% thermal error
over temperature range of 5ıC to 65ıC. Therefore, the velocity distribution and
flow angularity measurements contain˙1% error of the pressure readings from the
transducers, but thermal error is neglected.
Measurements of spontaneous pressure response from the five-hole probe were
collected. The pressure measurements were sampling at 1000 Hz with a sample
time of 8:124 seconds per measurement point. The probe was located in the centre
of the tunnel and was traversed horizontally to measure the pressure field at different
locations in a spanwise direction with a resolution of 4 4 mm2 on three y´ planes
as seen in Figure 6.3. For the twin buildings configuration, only half of the plane
in a spanwise direction was considered with an assumption of a symmetrical flow
condition. The measurement of the individual plane covered an area of 1:25Y/H by
1:425Z/H. On the other hand, the flow field measurements behind the single model
arrangement were measured the whole plane in YZ direction. The measurements
covered an area of 1:35Y/H by 1:425Z/H with the same resolution of 4  4 mm2
(0:02Y/H  0:02Z/H).
6.3 Experimental results and discussion
This section presents and discusses detailed information of wind flow fields behind
three dimensional buildings in 2 different configurations at various downstream loc-
ations. Please note that each experiment takes a long period of time up to 2 weeks
to conduct, therefore, the repeatability of the experimental results is not available.
6.3.1 Single Building Configuration
A rectangular building model was located in a turbulent shear flow produced by
roughness elements and turbulence generators placed far upstream from the test
section to initially simulate a turbulent urban atmospheric boundary layer. The
Reynolds number based on freestream velocity and the building model height is
6:8  104.
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Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show the experimental results of total
velocity distribution behind a single building at downstream locations X/HD 0:75,
D 1:0 and D 1:5 respectively. X/H D 0:75 in Figure 6.5, large wake area of low
velocity appears at the plane very close to the back of the building model where
further downstream location this wake reduces in size and diffuses as the wake is
convected downstream. The area of the low velocity wake may result from the
interaction of the shear flow deflected from the front face of the building model
and the separation shear layer which separates from the sharp-edge corners causing
the wake flow on the back of the building model. Please note that the areas with
white shades are the areas where the five-hole probe is believed to encounter the
reverse air flow and/or the flow angularity is beyond the probe limits. Hence, all
the data encountered in these areas are removed. The air flow from the front of
the building model is partly deflected above and aside causing the flow to divide
into different velocity layers indicating by different contours. On the second plane
X/H D 1:0, there are more white areas where the flow is beyond the probe limits,
i.e. more than ˙15ı in pitch and ˙20ı in yaw, and/or is believed the reversal
air flow occurred see Figure 6.6. At X/H D 1:5, the large area of the reversed
flow is detected. At this location, it is believed that the shear layer from the roof-
top level interferes with the flow circulation from the sharp-edged corner forming
the reversal flow which the probe could not measure. At X/H D 0:75 and X/H
D 1:0, the flow is decelerated around the building model, illustrated by the contour
velocity less than freestream velocity. The deceleration of the velocity is due to a
formation of the separated shear layer around the building model and interference
with the recirculation flow from the sharp-edged corners. As the distance from the
back of the building increases, the interference of the separated shear flow and the
flow circulation from the building corners occur more. It results in a development
of the highly complex three dimensional turbulence structure. The results of total
velocity distribution at three locations downstream show a small variation of the
total velocity outside the building geometry plane because the low velocity shear
layer can still be observed, and it reduces in size at the distance X/H D 1:5 from
the back of the building model.
2  dimensional velocity vectors in y-z plane at three different locations down-
stream from the building model are shown in Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10.
At X/HD 0:75, the majority of the air flow in 2 D is deflected upwards, illustrated
by the upward vectors and positive velocity. The vectors over the roof-top level
also point upwards indicating the majority of the air flow deflects upwards. Also
the flow angularity at 0:75 < Z=H <  0:6 indicates the air flow from the front of
the building model is partly deflected aside since the total velocity vectors are very
small. Downstream of the building model the wake in y-z plane is visible because
the vectors just above the roof-top level and near the centre point to any random dir-
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ections. Further downstream at X/H D 1:0, the wake region is confirmed to reduce
in size. It is clearly seen that the vectors in random direction disappear as it is con-
vected downstream, and at the roof-top level a small wake region is still visible to
be seen. At X/HD 1:5, the wake region completely disappears. Instead, the highly
complex three dimensional flow becomes the main flow pattern at this location as
one third of the flow field near the sharp-edged corner is removed. The majority of
the air flow is still deflected upwards but less in velocity magnitude compared with
the air flow at X/H D 0:75. Near the base on the back of the building model, the
total velocity in 2 D and vector length are very small. This may indicate that this
location is a stagnation point behind the building model.
The velocity gradients in lateral and vertical directions at X/H D 0:75, 1:0 and
1:5 are displayed in Appendix D in Figure D.10, Figure D.11 and Figure D.12
respectively. The velocity gradients have the influence to generate in excessive
moments during a UAV operation which might cause a difficulty in control. The
highest vertical gradients at X/HD 0:75 and X/HD 1:5 are over the roof-top level.
Whereas at X/HD 1:0, the highest velocity gradients are over the roof-top level and
near the vertical sharp-edged side. For these locations, it denotes that high velocity
gradients seem to happen near the separated shear layer and a location where flow
circulation occurs. For the lateral gradients, the location of the highest gradients at
X/H D 0:75 and X/H D 1:0 occurs near the vertical sharp-edged side where the
separated shear flow and the flow circulation interferes. Whereas at X/H D 1:5,
the velocity gradients are highest above the roof-top and in the centre of the plane.
The magnitude of the highest lateral and vertical velocity gradients for the three
locations are approximately, dU/d(Z/H) and dU/d(Y/H)  140. It means for a 20
metres tall building in an urban environment, the velocity gradients of up to 7 m/s
per metre both lateral and vertical directions may be expected.
6.3.2 Twin Building Configuration
Wind flow between parallel buildings normally induces problems in passages. The
air flow pattern along a channel created by two or more buildings is called "channel-
ing effect" which sometimes generates unpleasant environmental conditions. The
model buildings used in this configuration are two rectangular blocks of the same di-
mensions placed side by side perpendicular to the freestream direction. Wind speed
in the passage between the buildings provides a maximum value at a certain separa-
tion gap distance depending on the building dimensions. According to Ishizaki and
Sung [36], building models with dimensions of HLWD 200 200 100 (mm)
induce a maximum wind speed in the centre of the passage relative to freestream
velocity when a separation gap between the building models equals to w=H D 0:6.
Further downstream from the passage gap, wind speed reduces due to increase of
flow section and interaction with complex 3 dimensional flow. Please bear in mind
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that, the measurement was taken only half of the plane from centre of the gap to
one end of the building model. It is assumed that the flow is symmetrical about the
centre line between the building models.
Figure 6.11 to Figure 6.13 show the total velocity distributions achieved from
the two parallel buildings with a relative separation distance, w=H of 0:6 to pro-
duce a maximum wind speed in the passage. At X/H D 0:75 and X/H D 1:0, the
velocity magnitudes between the buildings are less than the freestream velocity at
a location below two-thirds of the building height. The results seem to agree reas-
onably with numerical simulations from Tutar and Oguz [88] where the velocity
distributions obtained in the passage gap between buildings are less than freestream
velocity from a distance X/H > 0:65 downstream from the passage exit. The max-
imum peak value of the velocity in the passage of the first and second planes of the
present measurement begins at height of approximately two-thirds of the building
height upwards. At X/H D 0:75, the separated shear layer originating from the
passage exit corners can be seen in Figure 6.11 and the measurement points where
the five-hole probe was beyond its calibration limits has been removed. The sep-
arated shear flow and reversed air flow in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 have also
been removed. These shear layers interact with the flow induced by the passage
exit, merge together into a single stream and dissipate downstream with decrease in
velocity represented by blue contour in Figure 6.13. It is difficult to identify by the
total velocity distribution plot whether or not the wake occurs behind the back of
the twin buildings compared with a single building case. However, there are some
regions where low velocity appears on the back of the twin buildings. The separated
shear flow deflected upwards coming from the front of the buildings still visible at
X/HD 0:75 and X/HD 1:0 represented by an arc-shaped velocity contour. Further
downstream, the separated shear flow begins to disappear due to viscous mixing. In
stead, large areas of highly complex flow due to flow interaction are predominant
at X/HD 1:5. The area of an acceleration of the air flow between the buildings dis-
appears. However, the air flow speed in the gap is still higher than the surrounding
areas in the same plane of measurement.
Figure 6.14 to Figure 6.16 show the time averaged velocity vector fields ob-
tained from two parallel buildings having the same height at different downstream
locations. Please note that the flow was assumed to be symmetrical about the centre
of the gap between the buildings. At X/HD 0:75where the location is closest to the
back of the buildings, the wake in 2 dimensions, i.e. in y-z plane, can be identi-
fied as the vectors point to a random direction although recirculation area cannot be
presented in 2 dimensional plane. Compare the experimental result at X/H =0:75
with Tutar and Oguz experiment [88] in x-z plane at the same ratio w=H D 0:6 in
Figure 6.17, it can be seen that in the middle of the gap between the buildings the
flow is accelerated and the velocity vectors in x-z plane are convected downstream
due to channeling flow effect and the maximum flow velocity happens clearly in the
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centre of the gap between the buildings. In addition in y-z plane, the maximum of
the velocity magnitude occurs at about two-thirds of the building height, see Figure
6.14. In x-z plane from Tutar’s simulation, downstream from the passage exit the
flow is still accelerated but less in magnitude than the magnitude in between the
gap. At X/H D 1:0 in y-z plane, the measurement points where the five-hole probe
was beyond its calibration limits have been removed near the vertical sharp-edged
side and in the gap between the buildings are believed to be the results of flow re-
circulation areas simulated by Tutar and Oguz in Figure 6.17. The area of the wake
behind the back of the buildings in y-z plane is smaller than the wake area at X/H
D 0:75 because the wake diffuses in space as it is convected downstream. The ma-
jority of the air flow in y-z plane still moves upwards with the maximum velocity
in the gap between the buildings occurs at approximately two-thirds of the building
height. At X/HD 1:5 in y-z plane compared with Tutar simulation results in Figure
6.17 in x-y plane, this location is approximately at the centre of the recirculation
areas where the reversed flow is generated. It is then confirmed why the velocity
vectors in y-z plane have been removed. It is the location where the five-hole probe
could not measure the air flow due to revered air flow and flow circulation. The
magnitude of velocity vectors in the gap between the buildings are also less than
the magnitudes at X/H D 0:75 and X/H D 1:0. The wake area behind the back of
the building at this location almost disappears although only small portions of the
wake areas can still be seen.
A concise investigation of velocity gradients in vertical and lateral directions
are shown in Figure D.13 and Figure D.14 in Appendix D. At X/HD 0:75, vertical
velocity gradients dU/d(Y/H), change dramatically over the roof-top level. Whereas
at X/HD 1:0 and X/HD 1:5, the maximum gradients are closer to the gap between
the buildings. The magnitude of lateral velocity gradients dU/d(Z/H) is smaller than
vertical velocity gradients. The change in lateral velocity gradients is mainly in the
gap between the buildings. The magnitude of the highest dU/d(Y/H) and dU/d(Z/H)
are approximately 180 and 120 respectively. It means for a 20 metres tall building
in an urban environment, the velocity gradients of up to 9 m/s per metre in vertical
direction and 6 m/s in lateral direction may be expected.
6.4 Summary and conclusions
The study of wind flow fields behind rectangular building models has found the
results which can be concluded as follows:
The contour of the total velocity behind a single building has shown large wake
area of low velocity the adjacent to the back of the building. This wake area diffuses
in space further downstream. The separated shear flow and recirculation area have
been removed representing on the plots as white-shaded areas. These areas are the
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area where the measurement of five-hole probe was beyond its calibration limits.
Further from the leeward side, the white-shaded areas appear more and more. It
indicates that as the distance downstream increases the interference of the shear
layer and the recirculation area occurs more. In 2 dimensional vector fields in
y-z plane at the location adjacent to the building, the majority of the flow moves
upwards with low velocity and the random flow vector locates near the roof-top
level. Further downstream at X/H D 1:0, the random velocity vector area is still
visible but its location is near the base of the building. Whereas at X/H D 1:5, the
area of high velocity is beyond the building roof-top and the random vector field
disappears.
The wind flow pattern between the parallel buildings forms a significantly strong
velocity flow in the passage. Large amount of an upstream flow can penetrate
through the passage because when the ratio of w=H D 60%, it provides the max-
imum amount of air flow through the passage between the buildings. On the other
hand, if a distance of the gap is very small, then large amount of the flow will go
around and above the buildings rather than through the gap because the buildings
act as if they are only one building. The maximum velocity is observed in the gap
between buildings at location approximately Z/HD 2=3. Further downstream from
the passage exit the high velocity flow is reduced due to "free open area" and a
viscous mixing flow from a recirculation. The velocity distributions for all three
planes of measurement are high near the passage corners due to channeling flow
effect. The time-averaged velocity vectors in y-z plane show the high velocity mag-
nitude due to the channeling flow and low velocity magnitude near the inner corners
due to separation shear layer. This results from the separated shear layer from the
far corners turn towards the back side of the buildings interrelate with the reverse
flow. At X/H D 1:5, the total flow velocity in the passage plane is less than the
velocity near the buildings because the accelerated flow from the gap between the
buildings decelerates and the channeling flow is less dominant.
The flow fields measured around buildings at model scale can be applied directly
to full-scale because aerodynamic investigation of bluff bodies with sharp edges are
independent of Reynolds number. According to experiments of Gunter [89], Hoxey
et al [90] and Larose [91] suggested the flow around bluff and sharp-edged bodies is
independent of Reynolds number. Hoxey et al indicated that the tests on small-scale
models in simulated atmospheric boundary layers are acceptable and can be applied
directly to full-scale. Hence, the measurements of total velocity distribution, flow
angularity/vectors and velocity gradients at model-scale of the flow behind surface-
mounted bluff bodies in this Chapter can be applied to full-scale buildings immersed
under atmospheric boundary layer.
The results of a change of flow angularity in U-V velocity components behind a
single building are presented in Appendix D from Figure D.15 to Figure D.17. The
shear separated flow and the wake interaction create the change in flow angularity
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in pitch direction. At X/H D 0:75, the change in flow angularity near the building
model is of considerable interest in changing in pitch angle between˙4ı. Whereas
a location further downstream at X/H =1:0, the change in flow angularity tends
to increase to approximately ˙8ı with maximum change in pitch angle location
near the sharp-edged left hand corner due to interaction between shear flow and
recirculation flow. Moving further downstream at X/HD 1:5, the maximum change
in pitch angle is still visible at the sharp-edged corners. Most of the area behind the
building is covered by the highly unsteady complex flow with the flow angularity
varies from ˙8ı. The results of the change in angularity of the flow fields behind
twin buildings can be seen from Figure D.18 to Figure D.23 in Appendix D. At the
location closest to the buildings plane, most of the flow angularity induced by the
channeling flow and flow interaction has a small change in pitch angle which varies
in between ˙4ı which the maximum angle change happens near the sharp-edged
side. At X/H D 1:0, the angularity change in pitch becomes larger varies between
˙9ı and some small change in pitch can still be seen behind the buildings. The
large areas of maximum change in flow angularity are visible at X/H D 1:5 from
the back of the buildings. The highest change of the angularity happens in the gap
at approximately half of the building height, near the sharp-edged side and near the
roof of the building with pitch angle varies from ˙9ı. To put the change of flow
angularity into context, this indicates the difficulty of UAV flying into a sudden
change of flow oscillation. It results in a behaviour of UAV to respond to such
conditions at different pitch angles. In addition to study the response of UAV in the
unsteady motion of a profile oscillation with respect to the change in pitch angle, the
experiments of the lift force investigation due to a sinusoidal gust will be explained
and discussed in the next Chapter, Chapter 7. The experiments investigate both
static and dynamic conditions for a three dimensional wing by varying gust angle
(˙4ı and ˙8ı), oscillation amplitude and frequency to observe UAV behaviour
when it flies into a sudden change in flow angularity obtained from the experiments
of flow fields behind buildings from this Chapter.
The separated shear layer and wake region behind the buildings generate ve-
locity gradients in lateral and vertical directions. In the single building case, lat-
eral velocity gradient, dU/d(Z/H) and velocity gradients in the vertical direction,
dU/d(Y/H) reduce when the wake diffuses downstream. The highest velocity gradi-
ents in vertical and lateral directions are approximately 140. This implies that for a
20 metre tall building, velocity gradient of up to 7 m/s per metre can be happened.
Likewise in the twin building case, velocity gradients in the passage both in lateral
and vertical directions reduce as the distance increases downstream from the back
of the buildings. The magnitude of velocity gradient in the vertical direction for the
twin building case is slightly higher than the single building configuration. With
the same actual building height of 20 metres, velocity gradient of 9 m/s per metre
can be expected. A similar effect is observed in the twin buildings for velocity
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gradient in the lateral direction, but is less in magnitude compared with velocity
gradient in the vertical direction, (Figure D.13 and Figure D.14 in Appendix D).
Velocity gradient in lateral direction implies approximately up to 6 m/s per metre
of the actual building size of 20 metres high.
FIGURE 6.1 Wake generators and roughness elements
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(a) Flow behind a single building
(b) Flow behind twin buildings
FIGURE 6.2 Estimated measurement locations based on tuft flow
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(a) 3 different planes behind a single building
(b) 3 different plane behind twin buildings
FIGURE 6.3 Measurements at different longitudinal locations behind building models
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FIGURE 6.4 Velocity field without buildings at test section
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FIGURE 6.5 Velocity field behind a single building at X/HD 0:75
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FIGURE 6.6 Velocity field behind a single building at X/HD 1:0
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FIGURE 6.7 Velocity field behind a single building at X/HD 1:5
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FIGURE 6.8 Vector plot in Y-Z plane behind a single building at X/HD 0:75. Positive velo-
city indicates upward velocity. Negative velocity indicates downward velocity.
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FIGURE 6.9 Vector plot in Y-Z plane behind a single building at X/HD 1:0. Positive velocity
indicates upward velocity. Negative velocity indicates downward velocity.
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FIGURE 6.10 Vector plot in Y-Z plane behind a single building at X/HD 1:5. Positive velo-
city indicates upward velocity. Negative velocity indicates downward velocity.
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FIGURE 6.11 Velocity field behind twin buildings at X/HD 0:75
FIGURE 6.12 Velocity field behind twin buildings at X/HD 1:0
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FIGURE 6.13 Velocity field behind twin buildings at X/HD 1:5
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FIGURE 6.14 Time averaged velocity vector behind twin buildings at X/HD 0:75. Only one
building on the right is shown here.
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FIGURE 6.15 Time averaged velocity vector behind twin buildings at X/H D 1:0. Only one
building on the right is shown here.
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FIGURE 6.16 Time averaged velocity vector behind twin buildings at X/H D 1:5. Only one
building on the right is shown here.
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FIGURE 6.17 Time averaged velocity vector from Tutar and Ogus [88] in x-z plane with w/H
D 0:6.
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Chapter 7
The lift of a wing due to a sinusoidal
gust
7.1 Introduction
A series of wind tunnel tests under static and dynamic motions by using pitching
vanes to produce flow oscillation were conducted in an open jet wind tunnel at
Cranfield University, Shrivenham campus. The experimental investigations were
carried out to examine the effects of several parameters encountered by an unsteady
sinusoidal gust. A NACA 23012 wing with a wingspan of 0:75 metres was used to
perform the investigations. Time-dependent data were collected during each set of
experiments at a given mean angle of attack. The wing rotation axis was located
approximately at a quarter chord location to examine the sinusoidal gust response
in a wide range of gust frequencies, freestream velocities and oscillation amplitude.
The effects of unsteady motion on unsteady airfoil behaviour and dynamic stall
are only studied by an investigation of lift produced by the wing at a given mean
angle of attack in the wind tunnel without flow visualisation over the wing surface.
Flow morphology of dynamic stall will be determined based on available literatures.
All of the experimental results in this chapter were obtained and analysed from
the experimental data performed by two visiting research students; Romain Bossard
and Alice Tourteau, as part of their three-month project at Cranfield university,
Shrivenham campus to investigate the response of a 3 dimensional wing due to
unsteady sinusoidal gust. The author would like to thank them and very much
appreciates their friendliness and kindness to allow the author to be involved in
their experiments and use the experimental data as part of the author’s work.
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7.2 Experimental Description
7.2.1 Apparatus
The experiments on a NACA 23012 wing responding to the unsteady sinusoidal
gust were performed in an open section, closed circuit wind tunnel at Cranfield
university, Shrivenham campus. The wind tunnel has an elliptic nozzle with
dimension of 5040 (height  width for these experiments). The sinusoidal gust
was generated by a gust generator which consists of a single array of six oscillating
vanes placed in the horizontal direction at the nozzle exit approximately 1:5   2
metres upstream of the working section. The distance between each vane is 10
inches (254 mm). An oscillatory movement of the gust generator was controlled
by an external motor providing a single harmonic excitation with a maximum
frequency of 2 Hz. The gust angle of attack was also controlled by a crank arm
attached to the external motor providing the angle of attack from ˙1ı to ˙15ı.
The wing chord length of c D 0:167 m and span, b D 0:76 m were selected and its
rotation axis was set at the quarter chord point. Aerodynamic forces, lift and drag,
and pitching moment were measured directly from a 3 component mechanical
balance positioned above the working section where the schematic of the balance
is displayed in Figure 7.1. The balance is of the null-reading type which consists
of three essential frames, earth frame, forces frame and pitching-moment linkage
are suspended from a rigid frame and each individual frame is connected to a load
cell to measure a nominal load.
The lift force applied on the wing was measured and transmitted through the
two vertical support struts to the forces frame then convoyed through the vertical
links to the levers on the cross shafts attached to the load cell. Similarly, drag
measurement in the wind direction was also measured in a similar manner to the
lift measurement. The pitching moment acting on the wing was measured about the
rotation axis which was approximately at a quarter chord point supported by the two
vertical struts, and resulted from a change in load on the tail strut. The associated
change in load acts on the moment weighbeam rotating from its original position
where no force acts on the wing.
7.2.2 Experimental measurements
The experiments were investigated at Reynolds numbers of 1:11105 and 3:34105
based on the wing chord and freestream velocity of 10 and 30 m/s respectively.
Maximum Mach number for the experiment is less than 0:1. Hence, the compress-
ible flow condition was neglected. An investigation of the wing when no gust in-
volved was considered to determine the type of static stall that occurs, with angles
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of attack varied from  6ı  ˛  21ı by 3ı increment. The other experiment with
a single harmonic gust excitation produced by the gust generator was to observe
the unsteady nature of the forces at different gust angles of attack, oscillation fre-
quencies and amplitudes. The force measurements to be investigated were defined
in terms of reduced frequency, k of sinusoidal motion with angles of attack from
 6ı  ˛  18ı by 3ı increment with the oscillatory frequencies of 0:5 Hz 1 Hz
and 2 Hz. Three different gust angles of attack of ˙4ı, ˙8ı and 0ı to 4ı were se-
lected to compare and contrast the effect of oscillation amplitude and the response
due to sinusoidal gust. The accuracies of lift coefficient, CL and drag coefficient,
CD are within the range of ˙0:0125 and ˙0:0017 respectively. The accuracy is a
combination of tare offset measurements and˙1% uncertainty of dynamic pressure
reading from the micromanometer. The repeatability of the experimental results is
not available because the experiments were carried out once.
7.3 Experimental results and discussion
7.3.1 No gust excitation (static condition)
1. Reynolds number of 3:34  105
The initial experiment was on the steady state aerodynamic forces for the
fixed wing at varying angles of attack. Lift, drag and pitching moment were
experimentally measured but only lift force is considered in this case. The
experimental condition is considered to be incompressible, due to very low
Mach number, and viscous conditions because boundary layer seems to have
a significant effect on upper surface of the wing.
Let us consider how the lift coefficient varies with angle of attack during static
condition. At 0ı angle of attack, there is already a lift force produced by the
wing. This characteristic is a property of cambered airfoils/wings which lift
at ˛ D 0ı is finite and zero-lift angle of attack is normally in between  1ı
to  3ı. Whereas a flat plate or symmetrical wing, zero-lift angle of attack
is at 0ı. The theoretical slope shown in Figure 7.2 was calculated based on
a thin, symmetrical airfoil with inviscid flow to compare the lift curve slope
of NACA 23012 wing to a symmetrical wing. The values of the lift curve
slope, dCL/d˛ for both experimental and theoretical results are 4:71 rad 1
and approximately 4:42 rad 1 respectively. Up to 15ı under static condition,
the plots in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 are practically linearly proportional to
angle of attack indicating that the lift increases steadily as angle of attack
increases and the flow still remains attached on the upper surface up to this
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point. It can also be seen on the plots that the the wing stalls roughly at angle
of attack about 18ı whereas from Jacobs and Pinkerton experiment [92], their
wing stalls at around 17ı. Stall type can be identified as a leading edge stall
because the lift suddenly drops due to abrupt change in the airflow from the
airfoil leading edge at stall angle and generally the leading edge stall can
be estimated by the wing sections with thickness ratio between 0:09 < t/c
< 0:15. The lift force measurement under static condition agrees reason-
ably well with the results of Jacobs and Pinkerton. The maximum lift coeffi-
cient which occurs at the stall is denoted by CLmax and for the NACA 23012
wing under static condition, it is approximately 1:20 at Reynolds number of
3:34  105. The maximum lift coefficient obtained by Jacobs and Pinkerton
is 1:68 at a test Reynolds number of 3 106. It makes sense that the value of
the maximum lift coefficient is dependent on Reynolds number which gov-
erns the strength of inertia forces relative to viscous forces. The average lift
force generated during dynamic motion at different frequencies are compared
with the static lift force in the same plots from Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.4. In-
terestingly, the lift curve slopes, dCL/d˛ for all the experimental results both
under static and dynamic motions are practically the same at 4:71 rad 1.
Minimum drag was calculated dependent on lift curve slope a, lift coefficient
CL, wing aspect ratio, AR, profile drag CD0 and induced drag CDi .
CD D CD0 C C
2
L
AR
.1C ı/ (7.1)
where ı is induced drag factor.
The minimum drag coefficient obtained from the experiment and is ap-
proximately 0:00709 (a calculation is not included in this section). The
experimental drag value is slightly lower than the value obtained by Jacobs
and Pinkerton which is equivalent to 0:0072. Consider NACA 23012 airfoil
profile, the mean camber line for this airfoil is given by Anderson [52] and is
defined as follows:
´
c
D 2:6595
h 
x
c
3   0:6075  x
c
2 C 0:1147  x
c
i
for 0x
c
0:2025
and ´
c
D 0:02208  1   x
c

for 0:2025x
c
1:0.
From the given shape of the mean camber line, the calculation from example
4:2 in section 4:7 by Anderson provides angle of attack at zero lift of
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˛LD0 D  1:09ı. The experimental value of ˛LD0 lies in between  1:0ı and
 1:50ı. Whereas ˛LD0 from Jacobs and Pinkerton was obtained at  1:10ı
which agrees well with the calculation from Anderson.
2. Reynolds number of 1:11  105
Similarly to the results of ReD 3:34105 , lift coefficient is also determined
and plotted against angle of attack at a Reynolds number of 1:11  105.
The results are displayed in Figure 7.5. It can be seen clearly that the static
lift coefficients are slightly higher than the averaged lift produced by the
sinusoidal gust. At low speed test, the wing stalls at the angle around 13ı
which is lower than the stall angle from higher velocity case. The lower stall
angle is believed to be an influence of Reynolds number dependent since
below test Reynolds number of 2:50 105, transition to turbulence generally
occurs. Therefore, at Reynolds number of 1:11  105, the majority of the
flow passing over and under the airfoil is laminar flow and its tendency to
separate is very easy as the angle of attack increases. Thus, the stall angle
at low test Reynolds number is lower than the stall angle at higher Reynolds
number owing to flow separation condition. The maximum lift coefficient,
CLmax obtained at this test Reynolds number is approximately 0:96 and
minimum drag is about 0:00388 which a calculation is not included either. A
comparison of experimental results, Jacobs’ result and calculation results is
shown in Table 7.1.
Stall type of test Reynolds numbers of 1:11  105 and 3:34  105 are
considered as "thin airfoil stall" and "leading edge stall" respectively. As
Reynolds number increases, the improvement in wing performance and
transition of stall type occur. In this experiment, the transition of the stall is
seen. Transition of stall type is governed by adverse pressure gradient and
turbulent flow condition. Increasing in Reynolds number leads to increase
adverse pressure gradient and increase turbulent flow. As the flow turns into
turbulence due to increasing in Reynolds number, turbulent flow has a tend-
ency to retard the flow to separate. Because the energy of the fluid elements
extracting close to the wing surface is larger in case of turbulent flow than in
laminar flow, the turbulent flow does not separate easily. This indicates that
larger Reynolds number induce higher maximum lift coefficient. This results
in transition of stall type occurred in the experiments. The size of separation
bubble is the main characteristic to influence the leading edge stall and the
flow tends to be more turbulent to entrain high momentum fluid from outside
to retard the flow to separate. The influence of Reynolds number on the
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maximum static lift coefficient is displayed in Figure 7.6. Reynolds number
has a moderate effect on the maximum lift coefficient and stall characteristic.
The pressure distributions along the upper and lower surfaces of the wing
were not measured during the experiments. However with a useful software,
"xfoil" [93], the pressure distributions in 2 dimensions are numerically cal-
culated based on the experimental conditions. The software applies a basic
panel method to generate pressure coefficients. Figure 7.8 to Figure 7.11
show the numerical pressure distributions for NACA23012 airfoil at two dif-
ferent test Reynolds numbers at different angles of attack. It can be seen
from the pressure distributions at 3ı that a separation bubble dominates the
performance of the airfoil. The separation bubble changes the pressure dis-
tribution as a reduction in pressure peak and followed by a pressure plateau.
The location of the point where the actual and inviscid pressures are equal
indicates a reattachment location where a rapid pressure recovery is found.
A region of rapid pressure recovery is shown by a steep slope immediately
following by the plateau pressure distribution. Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11
represent the laminar separation bubble at ˛ D 3ı at Reynolds number of
1:11  105 and 3:34  105 respectively. From the static lift coefficient plot
in Figure 7.6, the separation bubble can be estimated to occur at around 3ı.
The location where the separation bubble occurs is where the slope deviates
from its original slope. It is clearly seen that at larger Reynolds number, the
separation bubble is smaller than at lower Reynolds number. At Reynolds
number of 1:11105 with the xfoil simulation, the laminar separation occurs
at 20% x/c and reattaches on the surface at 45% x/c. Similarly, the separation
occurs at 17% x/c and reattachment at 32% x/c at Re D 3:34  105. Hence,
Reynolds number affects the size of the separation bubble.
7.3.2 Single harmonic excitation
In the previous section are the discussion of the NACA 23012 wing tested under
static condition to observe general characteristics at the test Reynolds numbers of
1:11  105 and 3:34  105 based on freestream velocity and wing chord. In this
section, a single harmonic sinusoidal gust excitation was introduced at different fre-
quencies to investigate behaviour of the wing. Three different gust/vane oscillation
limits,˙4ı,˙8ı and 0ı to 4ı were set with freestream velocity, UD 10 and 30m/s.
For reduced frequency k D !c=2U , varies between 8:74  10 3  k 
0:105 with three different vane oscillation amplitudes, dynamic lift force was then
collected experimentally over a period of time. With eliminating an additional
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resonance frequency induced by support struts, the average lift coefficients from
the sinusoidal motion can be seen from Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.5. The average of lift
due to the sinusoidal gust at different oscillation amplitudes at Reynolds number
of 3:34  105 nearly coincide with the lift under static condition. It indicates that
reduced frequency and oscillation amplitude do not have much influence on the
average lift over a period of time. However, stall angle of the average lift from
dynamic condition is much less than stall angle under static condition. At the same
test Reynolds number with the vane oscillation from 0ı to 4ı providing a mean
oscillatory pitch cycle of 2ı, the average lift coefficient is shifted away from the 0ı
mean oscillation amplitude upwards by 0:143. The time-averaged lift coefficient
for 4 oscillation cycles at mean angle of attack 12ı is shown in Figure 7.7. At
Reynolds number of 1:11  105 with a combination of sinusoidal gust, the wing
did not seem to stall and the lift still increased beyond the static stall angle of attack.
As shown by the plots from Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6, it can be summarised as
 Frequency and oscillation amplitude do not have much effect on the mean
value of lift produced by the sinusoidal gust
 Dynamic stall angle is lower than in static condition
 The mean of the vane oscillatory pitch cycle has an effect on the average lift
coefficients. As the mean of the vane oscillation is 0ı, the average lift coef-
ficients more or less overlapped with the static lift coefficients. Nonetheless,
as the mean of the vane oscillatory cycle is shifted positively upwards, the lift
coefficients are shifted upwards by an arbitrary value.
 Reynolds number has a moderate effect on the maximum lift coefficient and
stall characteristic which provided higher maximum lift coefficient and more
sudden stall as Reynolds number increases.
Oscillatory characteristics for the NACA 23012 wing section were obtained at
various gust reduced frequencies for Reynolds numbers of 1:11105 and 3:34105
which corresponds to Mach number of 0:03 and 0:087 respectively. The measure-
ments of the dynamic characteristic were recorded during each vane oscillation
pitch cycle to investigate the wing performance under oscillatory pitch conditions.
The harmonic motion profile of variation of the angle of attack for the sinusoidal
oscillatory pitch cycle is defined as
˛.t/ D ˛m C ˛a sin.!t C / (7.2)
In all cases, the tests were carried out over four continuous cycles and the data
were then subsequently averaged. The summary of the effects of forcing conditions
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on dynamic stall based on different parameters are concluded. To this end, the
summary of the physics of dynamic stall by varying one parameter and keeping the
others constant is shown.
1. Effect of mean angle of attack
The effect on the lift encountered by the sinusoidal gust at a constant oscilla-
tion amplitude of˙8ı and reduced frequency of 0:02 at the given mean angles
of attack, 12ı, 15ı and 16ı is considered. The result in Figure 7.12 represents
the wing oscillating in and out of stall under dynamic conditions compared
with the static lift coefficient indicated by dash lines. The harmonic motion
profile for the mean angle of attack used to evaluate the hysteresis loop is
defined as ˛.t/ D ˛m C 8ı.sin!t   =2/. At 12ı mean angle of attack,
the up-stroke and down-stroke hysteresis loop follow the static lift coefficient
curve which indicates that the majority of flow over the wing surface still re-
mains attached because the mean of the oscillation is within the static stall
limit, see Figure 7.12a. Note that the hysteresis loop is in a clock-wise direc-
tion. The lift coefficient induced by the vane oscillatory pitch cycle exceeds
the static stall only by a small margin and no sign of dynamic stall at this
moment. At higher mean angle of attack at 15ı, light dynamic stall starts to
develop with further increase in lift which is believed to be high enough to
create a strong vortex near the leading edge. Singh et al [68] describes the
increment in lift beyond the static stall angle that the pitching wing can resist
a large region of a reverse flow on a wing surface before a boundary layer
separation occurs. This tolerance permits a wing to additionally increase the
lift beyond the static stall angle of attack. At 16ı where the angle is well
beyond the static stall angle, the lift cannot be further produced. At this stage
the flow is fully separated causing deep dynamic stall represented by a large
hysteresis loop. The maximum lift coefficient is found at approximately 23ı
for the mean angles of attack of 15ı and 16ı, see Figure 7.12b - c. In the
oscillation phase corresponding to a decrease in angle of attack from its max-
imum angle during downstroke motion, the value of lift coefficient turns out
to be smaller than the static lift at the same angle of attack before the flow
returns to its original condition. The separated flow around the wing restores
to an unseparated flow state during the downstroke motion. After deep dy-
namic stall, the flow reattachment is delayed to a low angle of attack but does
not take time for the flow to recover and attach on the wing surface. The time
history of the lift coefficients for all three mean angles of attack is shown
in Figure 7.13a for four cycles during the measurement after the additional
resonance frequency has been eliminated. The plot shows that at the mean
angles of 12ı and 15ı, the lift behaviour still follows the sinusoidal oscil-
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lation pattern with the maximum lift increases as the mean angle of attack
increases. Interestingly at 16ı, the flow breaks down rapidly represented by
a sudden drop in lift, then gradually recovers and continues in a sinusoidal
pattern. The maximum lift at 16ı equals to the maximum value at 15ı. This
represents dynamic stall begins to occurs at 15ı.
2. Effect of oscillation amplitude
The effect on the lift coefficients caused by variation in the vane oscilla-
tion amplitude at constant mean angle of attack at 18ı and reduced fre-
quency, k = 0:02 is shown in Figure 7.14. The harmonic motion profile
for the mean angle of attack used to evaluate the hysteresis loop is defined
as ˛.t/ D 18ı C ˛m.sin!t   =2/. It is clear that the dynamic stall is de-
pendent on the oscillation amplitude. At the lowest amplitude of 2ı, the wing
already stalls and a small hysteresis loop appears to be seen. At higher os-
cillation amplitude, the stall angle under dynamic motion re-appears with the
hysteresis loop becoming larger. The time history of the lift coefficients at
the mean angle of attack of 18ı is plotted, see Figure 7.13b. The lift is still
produced further beyond static stall angle under the unsteady flow condition
at oscillation amplitude of 4ı and 8ı. The experiments conducted by Ro-
main and Alice, the time-averaged of lift and drag, and pitching moment of
the NACA 23013 wing under static and dynamic conditions were measured
without investigation of flow behaviour on the upper surface. Price and Ak-
bari [57] provides a simulation of the flow over an airfoil oscillation at large
angle of attack. This information gives more understanding how the flow
behaves under dynamic condition. According to Price and Akbari, a vortex
starts to form at the leading edge as the oscillation angle of attack increases
during the up-stroke motion leading to a formation of a counter-rotating vor-
tex from the leading edge. In the down-stroke cycle, the vortex is released
and shed downstream. Then the formation of this vortex starts again at the
beginning of the up-stroke cycle. This small formation and release of the vor-
tex results in a small effect in lift due to sinusoidal gust. At small amplitude,
the vortex is shed downstream at the maximum angle of attack. On the other
hand, when the oscillation amplitude increases the vortex created near the
leading edge is stronger and larger than the small amplitude case. This strong
vortex is then shed/convected beyond maximum angle of attack causing the
delay of the flow separation and dynamic stall.
3. Effect of reduced frequency
Figure 7.15 shows the effect of reduced frequency increasing from 0:009 to
0:035 at constant mean angle of attack of 16ı, constant oscillation amplitude
of 8ı at Reynolds number of 3:34  105. For all three reduced frequencies,
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the dynamic stall characteristic is clearly seen. In terms of flow mechanism
described by Akbari and Price [57], the vortex formation starts from the lead-
ing edge of the wing during the up-stroke cycle of oscillation. The vortex
continues shedding and convecting downstream from the upper surface at the
maximum angle of attack as the up-stroke cycle continues. At a lower re-
duced frequency, the leading edge vortex is shed into the wake before the
wing reaches the maximum angle of attack. Price [57] explains that due to a
shorter period of oscillation at high frequency, the leading edge vortex does
not have sufficient time to convect far over the upper surface before the next
leading edge vortex is formed causing the number of leading edge vortices
increases with time and they are left over the upper surface. At the same
time, the trailing edge maintains shedding the vortices from leading edge
and trailing edge away but not fast enough to push the leading edge vortices
downstream. This results in the leading edge vortices separates from the up-
per surface rather than at the trailing edge. This is to delay the lift generation
at higher reduced frequency compared with lower reduced frequency case,
see the time history in Figure 7.13c. Meanwhile, Lawrence et al [56] also
explains the effect of reduced frequency as the flow reversal is delayed by in-
creasing reduced frequency. At lower reduced frequency, a vortex is formed
and shed away into the wake region before the airfoil reaches a maximum
angle of attack. From the experimental results, it can be concluded that when
reduced frequency increases, the vortex interaction occurs at a higher angle
of attack resulting in a delay to the onset of flow separation, and dynamic
stall is less likely to happen at low angle of attack. As the reduced frequency
becomes larger, the hysteresis loop has more time to recover. The lift coef-
ficient during down-stroke motion becomes less and less when the reduced
frequency increases, and the maximum lift coefficient only increases by a
small portion.
4. Effect of Reynolds number
The effect of Reynolds number on the lift coefficient at constant oscillation
amplitude and oscillation frequency of 1Hz is shown in Figure 7.16. It seems
that the effect of Reynolds number is likely to influence the maximum lift
coefficient and size of the hysteresis loop. The hysteresis loop at Reynolds
number of 1:11  105 is wider than the loop at Reynolds number of 3:34 
105. At low Reynolds number, the flow breakdown at large angle of attack
is gradual progression while at higher Reynolds number the flow breakdown
seems to be instantaneous. During the down-stroke cycle at large mean angle
of attack of 15ı and Reynolds number at 1:11  105, the hysteresis loop is
likely to be attributable to a delayed reattachment because lift coefficient is
much lower than the high Reynolds number case. Interestingly at Reynolds
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number of 1:11105, the crossing hysteresis loop occurs at large mean angle
of attack. This characteristic is a characteristic of 2 dimensional airfoil. It
might be influenced by a combination of high angle of attack near stall and
low flow speed where wing tip vortex does not have a strong impact on the
wing.
7.4 Conclusions
The experiments were conducted to examine the stall characteristics of the NACA
23012 wing under the static and dynamic conditions. Based on the static experi-
mental results, static stall is thought to be the mechanism of abrupt leading edge
separation due to separation bubble bursting. Maximum lift coefficient is another
parameter influenced by Reynolds number effect. It was found that Reynolds num-
ber increases a value of maximum lift coefficient. Also the static stall abruptness
increases with increasing in Reynolds number. The tests in pitching vanes oscilla-
tions were carried out to verify the effects of several parameters according to oscil-
lation profile ˛ D ˛m C ˛a.sin!t   =2/. These parameters includes the mean of
angle of attack of the stationary wing, oscillation amplitude, reduced frequency and
Reynolds number. Summary of the observed parameters are as follows:
1. Mean angle of attack.
At low mean angle of attack, the flow is fully attached to wing surface with
hysteresis loop appearance. At around 12ı, the stall characteristic due to
dynamic condition appears to be an overshooting in lift coefficient above the
maximum lift coefficient under static condition. As the mean angle of attack
increases, dynamic stall severity changes from light stall to fully deep stall.
This indicates the flow starts to breakdown and strong vortex near the leading
edge becomes higher as the angle of attack increases.
2. Oscillation amplitude.
The pitching cycle oscillation amplitude is significant on dynamic stall. At
small oscillation amplitude, the stall characteristic under dynamic condition
is similar to static stall. At large oscillation amplitudes, the stall character-
istic under dynamic conditions reappears with a wider hysteresis loop as the
oscillation amplitude increases. This indicates that the large amplitude of os-
cillation is sufficient to cause the flow to separate at the large angle of attack
and reattachment has sufficient time to return to its original condition at low
angle of attack.
3. Reduced frequency.
From the experimental results obtained, the reduced frequency appears to in-
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fluence the lift force characteristic. When reduced frequency increases, the
vortex interaction occurs at a higher angle of attack resulting in delaying the
onset of flow separation and dynamic stall is less likely to happen at low
angles of attack. As the reduced frequency becomes larger, the hysteresis
loop has more time to recover. The lift coefficient during down-stroke mo-
tion becomes less and less when the reduced frequency increases, and the
maximum lift coefficient only increases by a small portion.
4. Reynolds number.
For all the parameters investigated in the experiment, Reynolds number
seems to have the least dramatic effect on dynamic stall. Hysteresis loop is
attributable to a delay in reattachment causing the more gradual progression
in flow breakdown before stall. At a low Reynolds number with low
flow speed, the crossing hysteresis loop which is a general characteristic
for 2 dimensional airfoil appears to be seen. Also the width of hysteresis
loop at low Reynolds number is wider than the loop at high Reynolds number.
The viscous, incompressible flow over a three-dimensional NACA 23012 wing
subjected to pitching oscillation of the freestream flow was investigated at different
oscillation frequencies and amplitudes. Experimental results were obtained from
the oscillatory flow past the fixed wing at given angles of attack. Time-dependent
histories of lift with four oscillations were recorded. The lift under static condition
was also investigated to compare with the dynamic lift due to a sinusoidal gust.
The phenomenon of dynamic stall has been shown to be a significant parameter
for a small UAV with a wingspan of the order of a metre. It has been summarised
that dynamic stall is characterised by a delay of flow separation to higher angles
of attack. This includes a phenomenon of leading edge vortex shedding which
explained by Akbari and Price [57]. As long as the vortex stays on the upper
surface of the wing, it enhances the additional lift to be created. The brief summary
of the experiments and the response of a UAV to the full scale flow field into the
static and dynamic lift responses to sinusoidal gusts can be discussed. During a
stable condition at low Reynolds number of 1:11  105, the flow passing over the
wing is laminar flow which has a tendency to separate easily. If a UAV operates
in this range of Reynolds number, the wing stall angle is approximately 13ı and it
may experience thin airfoil stall type with low value of lift coefficient. If it operates
at a higher Reynolds number at 3:34105, it will experience leading edge stall type
with sudden lost of lift due to separation bubble burst. The stall angle is around 18ı
for this range of Reynolds number. Effects of unsteady motion on unsteady wing
motion are discussed in this Chapter mainly through experiments of a simulation
of a sinusoidal gust on a 3 dimensional wing. For an increasing in angle of attack
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under dynamic condition, it has been seen that the flow remains attached to the
upper surface of the wing to an angle much higher than stall angle under static
condition. The effects of forcing conditions on dynamic stall which the UAV
may experience during forward flight can be discussed. By varying parameters
such as reduced frequency, mean angle of attack and oscillation amplitude, the
various dynamic stall phenomenons like delay on separation, leading edge vortex
shedding, and reattachment recovery happen around the cycle at different angles
of attack. With variations in one parameter while keeping the other parameters
constant would help to understand the dynamic stall mechanism. The response
of the UAV to the full scale flow field due to the effect of mean angle of attack
shows the wing experiences a change of flow condition as the air flow progresses
from attached conditions at moderate angle of attack, through light dynamic stall
and deep dynamic stall at the maximum angle of attack. If the UAV flies into an
area of high flow amplitude with high angle of attack, it may encounter the effect
of deep dynamic stall. It causes the aircraft to experience not only significant
increase of lift but large nose-down pitching moment also. However, if the aircraft
operates at moderate angle of attack, say at 12ı, the aircraft does not experience
dynamic stall condition. It experiences only a change in pitching motion with with
the air flow remains attached on the upper wing surface. The effect of oscillation
amplitude causes the aircraft to respond to nose-down pitching moment. If the
aircraft involves in a small gust oscillation amplitude, the aircraft response is
similar to the response under static condition with only small portion of extra
lift has been produced and hysteresis loop is not important. However, when the
amplitude becomes larger, dynamic stall behaviour with an overshoot in lift will
be discovered. The larger the oscillation amplitude, the larger the flow hysteresis
loop and the more nose-down pitching moment the aircraft experiences. The
effect of reduced frequency on the aircraft response is mainly on lift and pitching
moment responses. At a relatively low frequency of 0:009, the aircraft encounters
light dynamic stall compared with higher frequencies. With increasing reduced
frequency, the vortex shedding is delayed and shed away at the maximum angle of
attack, so it delays the flow separation to a higher angle of attack than low reduced
frequency case. The effect of Reynolds number on the response of the UAV seems
to influence on value of lift generated. High Reynolds number case, the amount of
lift created increases much quicker than low Reynolds number case. This indicates
that when the UAV encounters an unsteady motion at high Reynolds number, the
extra lift generated is much faster than at low Reynolds number range. Also it
might be deduced that Reynolds number does not influence the aircraft response
as much as the other parameters. Results of 3 dimensional dynamic stall from
Lorber et al [59] has shown that the measurement of unsteady lift and pitching
moment of the 3 dimensions near the mid-span is similar to the 2 dimensional
aerofoil measurement. However, near the tip of the wing the unsteady lift and
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pitching moment show different characteristics with more non-linear behaviour
which Lorber indicated is the influence of the wing tip vortex.
Re = 3:34  105 Re = 1:11  105 Jacobs’ result [92] Calculated
˛LD0  1:0ı -  1:50ı  2:0ı -  2:50ı  1:1ı  1:09ı
˛stal l 18
ı 14ı 17ı –
dCL=d˛ 4:71 rad 1 4:48 rad 1 5:65 rad 1 4:42 rad 1
CD0 0:00709 0:00803 0:0072 0:0073
TABLE 7.1 Comparison of experimental results and calculated result
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(a) Main mechnical balance
(b) Diagram of weighbeam
FIGURE 7.1 Schematic of the 3 component mechanical balance
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FIGURE 7.2 Average lift coefficients against angle of attack at freestream velocity of 30 m/s
and theoretical inviscid static lift calculated based on thin aerofoil theory with
the angles of attack from 6ı  ˛  21ı at Re = 3:34105 and vane oscillation
amplitude˙8ı.
FIGURE 7.3 Average lift coefficients against angle of attack at freestream velocity of 30 m/s
and theoretical inviscid static lift calculated based on thin aerofoil theory with
the angles of attack from 6ı  ˛  21ı at Re = 3:34105 and vane oscillation
amplitude˙4ı.
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FIGURE 7.4 Average lift coefficients against angle of attack at freestream velocity of 30 m/s
and theoretical inviscid static lift calculated based on thin aerofoil theory with
the angles of attack from 6ı  ˛  21ı at Re = 3:34105 and vane oscillation
limit 0ı - 4ı.
FIGURE 7.5 Average lift coefficients against angles of attack at Re = 1:11  105 and Vane
oscillation amplitude˙8ı.
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FIGURE 7.6 Static lift coefficients at different Reynolds numbers.
FIGURE 7.7 Lift coefficients at 12ı at Re = 1:11  105.
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FIGURE 7.8 Static pressure distribution for NACA23012 Re = 1:11  105, ˛ D 0ı where
solid lines represent results included viscosity and dash lines represent results
without viscosity.
FIGURE 7.9 Static pressure distribution for NACA23012 Re = 3:34  105, ˛ D 0ı where
solid lines represent results included viscosity and dash lines represent results
without viscosity.
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FIGURE 7.10 Static pressure distribution for NACA23012 Re = 1:11  105, ˛ D 3ı where
solid lines represent results included viscosity and dash lines represent results
without viscosity.
FIGURE 7.11 Static pressure distribution for NACA23012 Re = 3:34  105, ˛ D 3ı where
solid lines represent results included viscosity and dash lines represent results
without viscosity.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 7.12 Effects of mean angle variation at a constant oscillation amplitude of˙8ı and
reduced frequency of 0:02
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(a) Lift coefficients at different mean angles of attack and Re = 3:34  105
(b) Lift coefficients at different oscillation amplitudes and Re = 3:34  105
(c) Lift coefficients at different reduced frequencies and Re = 3:34  105
FIGURE 7.13 Time history of lift coefficients for the NACA 23012
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(a) Amplitude of oscillation = 2ı
(b) Amplitude of oscillation = 4ı
(c) Amplitude of oscillation = 8ı
FIGURE 7.14 Effects of the lift coefficients at a constant mean angle of attack and reduced
frequency of 0:02 with variation in oscillation amplitude
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(a) Reduced frequency = 0:009
(b) Reduced frequency = 0:02
(c) Reduced frequency = 0:035
FIGURE 7.15 Effects of reduced frequency on the lift coefficients at constant mean angle of
attack and oscillation amplitude of 8ı
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(a) Constant oscillation amplitude at 8ı and mean angle of attack = 0ı
(b) Constant oscillation amplitude at 8ı and mean angle of attack = 6ı
(c) Constant oscillation amplitude at 8ı and mean angle of attack = 15ı
FIGURE 7.16 Effects of Reynolds numbers on the lift coefficients at constant reduced fre-
quency and constant oscillation amplitude of 8ı
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and recommendations
8.1 Conclusions
The project into the aerodynamic problems of UAV operations in a lower part of
an urban environment has been divided into three different experiments; boundary
layer measurement, flow field behind bluff bodies and gust response due to
sinusoidal gust.
The boundary layer experiment aim was to identify the mean velocity profile
of a simulated turbulent boundary layer in a closed wind tunnel and estimate a
boundary layer thickness in order to select a building geometry to fit in the simu-
lated boundary layer. This led to a model simulation of a flow field at low altitude
in an urban environment. Please note that the boundary layer measurements were
tested only once. Therefore, the repeatability in the experimental results are not
available. In the neutral boundary layer most of turbulence happens in a region
close to the ground and it is diffused to a region away from the ground. The
experimental results obtained in Chapter 4 are based on the freestream velocity of
5 m/s. The boundary layer thickness of the closed wind tunnel can be classified
into three different cases; thick boundary layer, medium boundary layer and thin
boundary layer with the average boundary layer thickness of 235 mm, 175 mm,
and 100 mm according to three different upstream configurations. Thick boundary
layer height is approximately 2:5 times higher than the thin boundary layer height
indicating that the appearance of the upstream turbulence generators create more
turbulent flow. The distance from the wind tunnel contraction to the test section
is approximately 5 m, the boundary layer thickness measured at the test section
possibly did not reach an equilibrium state. This means that the boundary layer
thickness might grow further downstream from the test section. Consequently,
measuring a boundary layer growth rate from the entrance to the test section
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would be recommended in the future experiment. It is well-known that in stable
conditions, the thickness boundary layer is reduced. However, if the turbulence
condition was more unstable by increasing roughness elements and/or simulating
a long stretch terrain upstream so that turbulence and the vertical shear in the test
section could develop naturally, the boundary layer would be thicker.
The preliminary discussions of the simulated boundary layers in Chapter 4 lead
to the conclusion of a selection of the building geometry and the relevant scale
of atmospheric boundary layer in an urban environment. Two different models
representing single and twin buildings were tested in the wind tunnel to investigate
the flow fields around buildings immersed in the boundary layer. One objective is
to determine the total velocity distribution at three different locations downstream
from the leeward face. Another approach is to analyse the flow angularity behind
the models in 2 dimensions in y-z plane. The approach of simulating air flows
around buildings are common in air pollution dispersion and wind loading on
buildings. The results of the total velocity distributions and vector flows in the
single and twin buildings are concluded separately. Flow field behind the single
building is mainly induced by the flow separation from the roof and the separated
shear flows from the sharp-edged sides. These flows interact with each other
causing the highly unstable and reversed flow areas near the sharp-edged sides. The
wake region adjacent to the building and its size are dependent on the boundary
layer thickness and the building orientation [7]. The wake is reduced in size and
diffused in space further downstream from the building. The vector plots of the
velocity fields in y-z plane are composed of lateral velocity and vertical velocity
obtained from the measurement of five-hole probe. The majority of the flow
behind the building tends to move upwards. A downwash of the flow originating
from the flow deflected from the roof-top level is indicated by negative velocities.
The magnitude of the highest lateral and vertical velocity gradients for the three
locations are approximately, dU/d(Z/H) and dU/d(Y/H)  140. It means for a 20
metres tall building in an urban environment, velocity gradients of up to 7 m/s per
metre both lateral and vertical directions are expected. In case of twin-building
configuration, the channeling flow is predominant. In the twin-building case, the
flow interaction is classified into three different groups depending on a relative
separation distance, w=H . If the buildings are too close together, the flow cannot
penetrate into the gap between them because the buildings act as if they are one
single building. On the other hand, if the gap between them is too large, there
is not any flow interaction between them because the buildings act as if two
individual buildings. The current experiments had the buildings set between these
two extremes, at w=H D 0:6 which provides the maximum flow interaction
between them. The flow in the gap between the building accelerates leading to the
maximum flow velocity at Z/H  2=3 near the exit plane. The flow separation
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and flow recirculation at the side edges also cause the flow to accelerate but less
magnitude than the velocity in the gap. The velocity vector fields in y-z plane
indicate more interaction between the shear flow and flow recirculation as moving
away downstream from the buildings. Moreover, the air flow behind the building
plane seems to slow down at X/H D 1:5. In the gap between the buildings, the
velocity is still high with the majority of the air flow is deflected downwards. The
author recommends further studies, using flow visualisation and PIV images, of
the flow fields in an urban environment to aid, confirm and allow comparisons
between the experiments by five-hole pressure probe. The magnitude of lateral
velocity gradients dU/d(Z/H) is smaller than vertical velocity gradients. The
change in lateral velocity gradients is mainly in the gap between the buildings. The
magnitude of the highest dU/d(Y/H) and dU/d(Z/H) are approximately 180 and
120 respectively. It means for a 20 metre tall building in an urban environment,
velocity gradients of up to 9 m/s per metre in vertical direction and 6 m/s in lateral
direction can be expected. Another turbulence structure that may be involved in a
difficulty of UAV stability and control is an influence of eddy scale or turbulence
length scale. Simon and Vino [94] estimated the eddy scale in the atmospheric
boundary layer can range from half a metre to approximately 15 metres long.
Additionally from ESDU Data sheet 71016 [95] at low density built-up areas
or small towns with mean hourly wind speed of 4:5   5:5 m/s, the turbulence
length scale at altitude below 1000 metres can be up to 100 metres long. It is
the author’s belief that results from PIV would provide more details, fine resol-
utions and understanding of the instantaneous flow behaviours behind the buildings.
8.2 Recommendations
Recommendations for the future experiments relating to dynamic stall due to vane
oscillation should include flow visualisation such as smoke flow to visualise the
formation and mechanism of the leading edge vortex associated with dynamic stall
with variation in parameters. Increase the oscillation amplitude up to ˙15ı and
reduced frequency up to 0:5, if possible, to further investigate the effects of oscil-
lation amplitude and reduced frequency since these two parameters appear to have
the most influence on the lift characteristic under dynamic condition. Also increase
the angle of attack to approximately 25ı - 27ı to observe the dynamic stall angle of
incidence whether beyond this angle the lift is still further created.
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FIGURE A.1 Vortex shedding from different bluff body shapes [96]
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Appendix B
Vector Resolution for Five-hole
Probe Calibration Modes
In this appendix, there are two different calibration modes presented referenced by
Treaster and Yocum [83]. Consider velocity vector V in an original coordinate con-
sists of another three velocity components V1; V2 and V3. Also the prime velocity
components V 01; V 02 and V 03 are the velocity in a rotated plane. The velocity in the
rotated plane can be derived from
V
0
1 D
X
aijVj (B.1)
Meanwhile the aij terms are a direction of cosine derived from
aij D cos

X
0
i ; Xj

(B.2)
The meaning of .X
0
i ; Xj / is an angle betweenX
0
i and ,Xj in a positive direction.
B.1 For "yaw-pitch mode" for probe calibration
The first mode to be looking at is "yaw-pitch mode" where the rotation is about
the X1 axis. The velocity vector V is in the X3 direction of the original axes with
yawing angle of magnitude ˇ as shown in FigureB.1. Hence, V1 D V2 D 0 and
V3 D V
Considering the yaw motion, the direction of cosine aij D cos.X 0i ; Xj / can be
expressed in all three directions as follows:
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FIGURE B.1
a11 D cos
 
X01;X1
 D cos .0ı/ D 1:0
a12 D cos
 
X01;X2
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a13 D cos
 
X01;X3
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a21 D cos
 
X02;X1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a22 D cos
 
X02;X2
 D cos .ˇ/
a23 D cos
 
X02;X3
 D cos .90ı   ˇ/ D sin .ˇ/
a31 D cos
 
X03;X1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a32 D cos
 
X03;X2
 D cos .90ı C ˇ/ D   sin .ˇ/
a33 D cos
 
X03;X3
 D cos .ˇ/
(B.3)
Therefore from Eq.B.1 velocity components in the three rotated axes system are
V
0
1 D a11V1 C a12V2 C a13V3 D 0 (B.4)
V
0
2 D a21V1 C a22V2 C a23V3 D V sin .ˇ/ (B.5)
V
0
3 D a31V1 C a32V2 C a33V3 D V cos .ˇ/ (B.6)
next rotation is to consider the pitch direction rotating about the X
0
2 axis with
pitch angle of ˛ as displayed in Figure B.2.
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FIGURE B.2
a11 D cos
 
X001;X
0
1
 D cos .˛/
a12 D cos
 
X001;X
0
2
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a13 D cos
 
X001;X
0
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 D cos .90ı   ˛/ D sin .˛/
a21 D cos
 
X002;X
0
1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a22 D cos
 
X002;X
0
2
 D cos .0ı/ D 1:0
a23 D cos
 
X002;X
0
3
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a31 D cos
 
X003;X
0
1
 D cos .90ı C ˛/ D   sin .˛/
a32 D cos
 
X003;X
0
2
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a33 D cos
 
X003;X
0
3
 D cos .˛/
(B.7)
Therefore, combining the velocity components of the pitch motion in equation
B.7 through equation B.1 giving:
V
00
1 D a11V
0
1 C a12V
0
2 C a13V
0
3 D 0C 0C V cos .ˇ/ sin .˛/ D V cos .ˇ/ sin .˛/
(B.8)
V
00
2 D a21V
0
1 C a22V
0
2 C a23V
0
3 D 0C V sin .ˇ/C 0 D V sin .ˇ/ (B.9)
V
00
3 D a31V
0
1 C a32V
0
2 C a33V
0
3 D 0C 0C V cos .ˇ/ cos .˛/ D V cos .ˇ/ cos .˛/
(B.10)
Therefore, three velocity components in cylindrical polar coordinates are
defined as in Cartesian Coordinates as
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FIGURE B.3
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Cylindrical Polar Coordinates Cartesian Coordinates
V´ D V 001 D V cos.ˇ/ sin.˛/ w D V cos.ˇ/ sin.˛/
Vr D V 002 D V sin.ˇ/ v D V sin.ˇ/
V D V 003 D V cos.ˇ/ cos.˛/ u D V cos.ˇ/ cos.˛/
TABLE B.1 yaw-pitch mode
B.2 For "pitch-yaw mode" for probe calibration
The other mode is only the change of rotation. A pitching motion is first to be
rotated about X2 axis with pitch angle of magnitude ˛. Once again, the reference
velocity, V is still kept constant as in the "yaw-pitch mode" where V1 D V2 D 0
and V3 D V . The illustration of the geometry is displayed in
FIGURE B.4
a11 D cos
 
X01;X1
 D cos .˛/
a12 D cos
 
X01;X2
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a13 D cos
 
X01;X3
 D cos .90ı   ˛/ D sin .˛/
a21 D cos
 
X02;X1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a22 D cos
 
X02;X2
 D cos .0ı/ D 1:0
a23 D cos
 
X02;X3
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a31 D cos
 
X03;X1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a32 D cos
 
X03;X2
 D cos .90ı   ˇ/ D sin .˛/
a33 D cos
 
X03;X3
 D cos .˛/
(B.11)
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Due to V1 D V2 D 0
V
0
1 D a11V1 C a12V2 C a13V3 D V sin .˛/ (B.12)
V
0
2 D a21V1 C a22V2 C a23V3 D 0 (B.13)
V
0
3 D a31V1 C a32V2 C a33V3 D V cos .˛/ (B.14)
The next rotation is yaw motion with rotation about X1 axis with yaw angle of
magnitude ˇ
FIGURE B.5
a11 D cos
 
X001 ;X
0
1
 D cos .0ı/ D 1:0
a12 D cos
 
X001 ;X
0
2
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a13 D cos
 
X001 ;X
0
3
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a21 D cos
 
X002 ;X
0
1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a22 D cos
 
X002 ;X
0
2
 D cos .ˇ/
a23 D cos
 
X002 ;X
0
3
 D cos .90ı   ˇ/ D sin .ˇ/
a31 D cos
 
X003 ;X
0
1
 D cos .90ı/ D 0
a32 D cos
 
X003 ;X
0
2
 D cos .90ı C ˇ/ D   sin .ˇ/
a33 D cos
 
X003 ;X
0
3
 D cos .ˇ/
(B.15)
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Therefore, the velocity components relative to the final rotation are:
V
00
1 D a11V
0
1 C a12V
0
2 C a13V
0
3 D V sin .˛/C 0C 0 D V sin .˛/ (B.16)
V
00
2 D a21V
0
1 C a22V
0
2 C a23V
0
3 D V cos .˛/ sin .ˇ/C 0C 0 D V cos .˛/ sin .ˇ/
(B.17)
V
00
3 D a31V
0
1 C a32V
0
2 C a33V
0
3 D V cos .˛/ cos .ˇ/ D V cos .˛/ cos .ˇ/ (B.18)
This, it has been illustrated that the velocity components in three directions
reference to Figure B.3
Cylindrical Polar Coordinates Cartesian Coordinates
V´ D V 001 D V sin.˛/ w D V sin.˛/
Vr D V 002 D V cos.˛/ sin.ˇ/ v D V cos.˛/ sin.ˇ/
V D V 003 D V cos.˛/ cos.ˇ/ u D V cos.˛/ cos.ˇ/
TABLE B.2 Pitch-yaw mode
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Appendix C
Pressure Coefficient plots in
3-dimensions
FIGURE C.1 Typical calibration plot for pressure coefficient in pitch motion at Re = 340
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PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS C
FIGURE C.2 Typical calibration plot for pressure coefficient in pitch motion at Re = 565
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C PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS
FIGURE C.3 Typical calibration plot for pressure coefficient in pitch motion at Re = 790
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FIGURE C.4 Typical calibration plot for pressure coefficient in yaw motion at Re = 340
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FIGURE C.5 Typical calibration plot for pressure coefficient in yaw motion at Re = 565
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PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS C
FIGURE C.6 Typical calibration plot for pressure coefficient in yaw motion at Re = 790
FIGURE C.7 Typical calibration plot for static pressure coefficient at Re = 340
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C PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS
FIGURE C.8 Typical calibration plot for static pressure coefficient at Re = 565
FIGURE C.9 Typical calibration plot for static pressure coefficient at Re = 790
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PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS C
FIGURE C.10 Average pressure coefficient contour dependent upon ˛ and ˇ
FIGURE C.11 Static pressure coefficient at ReD 565
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C PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS
FIGURE C.12 Static pressure coefficient at ReD 790
FIGURE C.13 Effect of probe sensitivity from port no.1 at ReD 565
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PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS C
FIGURE C.14 Effect of probe sensitivity from port no.2 at ReD 565
FIGURE C.15 Effect of probe sensitivity from port no.1 at ReD 790
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C PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PLOTS IN 3-DIMENSIONS
FIGURE C.16 Effect of probe sensitivity from port no.2 at ReD 790
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Appendix D
Flow fields around buildings of
rectangular shape
FIGURE D.1 Velocity field behind a single building at X/HD 0:75
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FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE D
FIGURE D.2 Velocity field behind a single building at X/HD 1:0
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
FIGURE D.3 Velocity field behind a single building at X/HD 1:5
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FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE D
FIGURE D.4 Vector plot in Y-Z plane behind a single building at X/HD 0:75
FIGURE D.5 Vector plot in Y-Z plane behind a single building at X/HD 1:0
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FIGURE D.6 Vector plot in Y-Z plane behind a single building at X/HD 1:5
FIGURE D.7 Velocity field behind twin buildings at X/HD 0:75
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FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE D
FIGURE D.8 Velocity field behind twin buildings at X/HD 1:0
FIGURE D.9 Velocity field behind twin buildings at X/HD 1:5
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
(a)
(b)
FIGURE D.10 Vertical and lateral velocity gradients at X/H D 0:75 downstream behind a
single building configuration
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(a) X/HD 1:0
(b) X/HD 1:0
FIGURE D.11 Vertical and lateral velocity gradients at X/H D 1:0 downstream behind a
single building configuration
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
(a)
(b)
FIGURE D.12 Vertical and lateral velocity gradients at X/H D 1:5 downstream behind a
single building configuration
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(a) X/HD 0:75
(b) X/HD 1:0
(c) X/HD 1:5
FIGURE D.13 Vertical velocity gradient plots at three locations downstream behind twin
buildings configuration
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
(a) X/HD 0:75
(b) X/HD 1:0
(c) X/HD 1:5
FIGURE D.14 Lateral velocity gradient plots at three locations downstream behind twin
buildings configuration
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FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE D
FIGURE D.15 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 0:75
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
FIGURE D.16 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 1:0
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FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE D
FIGURE D.17 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 1:5
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
FIGURE D.18 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 0:75 behind
twin buildings. Only half of the plane of measurement is shown here.
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FIGURE D.19 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/H D 1:0 behind
twin buildings. Only half of the plane of measurement is shown here.
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
FIGURE D.20 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/H D 1:5 behind
twin buildings. Only half of the plane of measurement is shown here.
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FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE D
FIGURE D.21 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 0:75
FIGURE D.22 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 1:0
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D FLOW FIELDS AROUND BUILDINGS OF RECTANGULAR SHAPE
FIGURE D.23 Change in flow angularity in U-V velocity components at X/HD 1:5
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Appendix E
Wind tunnel of elliptic section
The forces such as lift and drag generated by a wing in real flying environment are
different from the forces measured in a wind tunnel due to an effect of enclosure
walls. Even in an open tunnel and a closed tunnel, the wall effect is a factor to de-
termined the lift and drag under the same tunnel operation conditions. There are two
interesting and important points mentioned by Rosenhead [97] on the interference
of a wind tunnel as:
 A magnitude of an interference on any small airfoil testing in an open tunnel
having the same magnitude but opposite sign of the same airfoil testing in a
closed tunnel.
 In the elliptic tunnel, the airfoil tips are located at the foci points of the tunnel
with a uniform interference velocity across a span.
As mentioned in the second point that is the airfoil tips are at the foci points of
the elliptic tunnel as seen in Figure E.1. Consequently, a possible maximum wing
span .2s/ giving an approximately true interference should be 2s D pa2   b2 due
to Eq. E.1 and E.2.
T he escentrici ty of el lipse D " D
r
a2   b2
a2
(E.1)
Half wing span D a
2
" D a
2
r
a2   b2
a2
D 1
2
p
a2   b2 (E.2)
Furthermore, the interference due to the wall effect produces a correction of
angle of attack which is also dependent on how the tunnel major axis orients either
in vertical or horizontal planes. This necessary correction factor,˛ is added to the
angle of attack and drag coefficient to provide a true value and are calculated [98]
by the Eq. E.3 and Eq. E.4 :
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WIND TUNNEL OF ELLIPTIC SECTION E
FIGURE E.1 Elements of an elliptic
˛ D ı

S
C

CL .57:3/ (E.3)
CD D ı

S
C

C 2L (E.4)
According to Rosenhead [97], the correction factor, ı for 2 different tunnels and
2 different orientations in Figure E.2 are given in Table E.1 and Table E.2. In Figure
E.2, 4 different correction factors are selected to obtain a corrections angle of attack
for the lift and drag when the tunnel is oriented either vertically or horizontally. A
diagram in Figure E.3 represent the correction factors, ı corresponding to a tunnel
ratio,  for a rigid wind tunnel walls. It is clear that the correction factor value
reduces as wing span increases in case of width of a tunnel is greater than height of
the tunnel i.e.  > 1:0. In contrast, when the tunnel width is less that the tunnel
height i.e.  < 1:0 the correction factor increases as the wing span becomes longer.
Whereas the other case, as displayed in Figure E.4 is the case where the tunnel is
an open tunnel. The correction factor has a similar trend as in the closed rigid walls
tunnel but in the opposite sign as seen in Table E.2.
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E WIND TUNNEL OF ELLIPTIC SECTION
FIGURE E.2 Elements of an elliptic [97]
FIGURE E.3 Correction factor plot for a rigid tunnel walls [97]
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WIND TUNNEL OF ELLIPTIC SECTION E
FIGURE E.4 Correction factor plot for an open tunnel [97]
 .1 W 3/ .2 W 5/ .1 W 2/ .2 W 3/ .1 W 1/
s=c D 0:00 0:630 0:526 0:4265 0:3311 0:250
s=c D 0:20 0:683 0:554 0:4379 0:3339 0:250
s=c D 0:40   0:718 0:4854 0:3442 0:250
s=c D 0:60       0:3673 0:250
s=c D 0:80       0:4272 0:250
s=c D 1:00         0:250
 .3 W 2/ .2 W 1/ .5 W 2/ .3 W 1/
s=c D 0:00 0:2306 0:2541 0:2925 0:3365
s=c D 0:20 0:2279 0:2445 0:2716 0:3001
s=c D 0:40 0:2208 0:2217 0:2281 0:2333
s=c D 0:60 0:2118 0:1964 0:1867 0:1783
s=c D 0:80 0:2037 0:1761 0:1567 0:1418
s=c D 1:00 0:2000 0:1667 0:1428 0:1250
TABLE E.1 The correction factor ı1 and ı2 for a rigid walls tunnel [97]
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 .1 W 3/ .2 W 5/ .1 W 2/ .2 W 3/ .1 W 1/
s=c D 0:00  0:337  0:293  0:2541  0:2306  0:250
s=c D 0:20  0:388  0:319  0:2653  0:2335  0:250
s=c D 0:40    0:477  0:3110  0:2436  0:250
s=c D 0:60        0:2665  0:250
s=c D 0:80        0:3264  0:250
s=c D 1:00          0:250
 .3 W 2/ .2 W 1/ .5 W 2/ .3 W 1/
s=c D 0:00  0:3311  0:4265  0:5256  0:6300
s=c D 0:20  0:3283  0:4164  0:5032  0:5860
s=c D 0:40  0:3211  0:3923  0:4553  0:5097
s=c D 0:60  0:3119  0:3653  0:4084  0:4430
s=c D 0:80  0:3038  0:3434  0:3733  0:3965
s=c D 1:00  0:3000  0:3333  0:3571  0:3750
TABLE E.2 The correction factor ı3 and ı4 for an open tunnel [97]
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